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New Alcohol Policies Spark Controversy
Devin Murphy ’10
News Editor
Providence College students received
a seemingly unsuspecting mass e-mail
the week before classes started. The email, from Chris Fortunato, dean of students and associate vice
NEW president of Student
POLICY Affairs Administration,
was entitled, “A Message
to all Providence College Students from
the Associate Vice President of Student
Affairs.” His e-mail first discussed new
changes that will be announced in the
near future concerning the shuttle serv
ice and renovations to Slavin Center.
Under
the
heading
of
“New
by

Health/Safety Guidelines” other serious
issues were addressed further in the let
ter. Fortunato announced that the
College’s old policies on alcohol had
been revised and that all students must
familiarize themselves with them in the
Student Handbook available on PC’s
Web site.
“All students are expected to read, know
and follow these and other guidelines
which are discussed in detail in the updat
ed Student Handbook available as of
August 29, 2008 on the Student Life page
on the PC website,” he wrote.
No link to the Student Life page was pro
vided in the e-mail. Fortunato did make it
clear that as part of the new policies no hard
alcohol will be permitted on campus with the
exception of McPhail’s. No other policies
were discussed or listed in the message.
Upon their arrival at school all students
were also made aware of the new policies
by hall directors at their respective hall
meetings. Freshman students were
required to attend “open community
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PC Class of 2012 Boasts Diversity
by

Sara Beth Labanara ’10
News Staff

Eighteen valedictorians and 254 cap
tains of athletic teams are just a couple of
the former high school students that define
the class of 2012 at Providence College.
According to Christopher
P.
Lydon,
dean
of
CAMPLIS Admissions and associate
NEWS vice
president
for
Admission and Enrollment

Planning, this group of freshmen is the
second-most diverse in the College’s histo
ry. The admissions staff sifted through
8,800 applications to find the 993 students
who make up the freshman class. The
acceptance rate was less than half, roughly
only 45 to 46 percent according to Lydon.
In addition to academic performance, the
Admissions staff focused on a variety of
other factors that helped to form the class
of 2012.
“There are literally thousands of kids who
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have done the work academically, and are
by Rick Kurker ’09
prepared to succeed at Providence College,”
Asst. News Editor
said Lydon. “The review beyond that looks at
According to its mission statement,
activities, recommendations, essays, leader
ship, service, and a variety of personal com the Office of Residence Life is “strong
ponents to help us shape a class that’s ly committed to upholding the Judaeodesigned to perpetuate the community that Christian heritage of Providence
College” through proviPC is.”
CAMPUS sion °f “clean, comfortAdmissions were not only looking for
NEWS able, and secure resi
the most academically competitive stu
dence halls” and “an
dents, but also the students who would
atmosphere that promotes the academic,
bring diversity to PC.
“We’re trying to reach out and increase spiritual, and emotional growth of our
name recognition for PC among popula College community.” The resident assis
tions that don’t often think of us as they tants (RAs) who live and work in the oncampus residence halls, apartments, and
begin their college search,” said Lydon.
In order to increase on-campus diversi suites play a significant role in making
ty, Lydon and his Admissions staff have this mission statement a reality.
Steven A. Sears, Ph.D., dean of
found that the newly implemented testoptional policy has helped the College Residence Life, said the main responsibilibecome more diverse. He said that there is ' ty of the RAs is to generate a community
evidence that students from lower socioe at the College that allows for a positive liv
conomic backgrounds are more intimidat ing and learning experience in accordance
ed by the SAT, and also may not be able to with the mission of PC.
“The RAs collaborate with students to
afford test prep. Therefore, with the elimi
nation of the submission of standardized create and maintain an atmosphere which
test scores, PC has been able to attract a fosters student growth via meaningful,
educational opportunities,” Sears said.
more diverse grouping of students.
According to Sears, there are numerous
“We have more applications from stu
dents of color and more applications ways in which the RAs work to accom
from first-generation students than we plish this goal. Sears said that the RAs pro
did when we required the test score,” vide programming opportunities both on
said Lydon. “We’ve been able to broad and off campus in order to promote both
en our applicant pool without diminish individual and group interactions among
ing the quality of the students in the PC residents. Furthermore, RAs are
classroom. These are students who intended to be a convenient resource for
chose to apply because they knew their students, as there is an RA living on near
ly every floor of the residence halls on the
test score wouldn’t define them.”
RAs/Page 5
Freshmen/Page 3
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Ray More Eco-Friendly
Going along with the recent global
effort to be environmentally conscious,
Providence College has pitched in to do
its part. Coming back to school for the
fall semester, students were surprised to
find a usual fixture at Raymond Hall
Cafeteria missing: the trays.
Their absence highlights the College’s
new initiative to “go green.” While there
is wide-held support for any eco-friendly
proposal, some people have been left puz
zled as to how a lack of food trays could
help save the environment.
“Getting rid of the trays was a request of
Warren Gray of the Business Office,” said
Paul Warrender, the account operations
manager of Providence College Dining
Services. “It had a large part to do with
green initiatives. Many other colleges
have gone trayless or are going trayless.”
No organization put any pressure on the
College to pursue this decision. Instead,
the suggestion was forwarded and
embraced by the College without any out
side criticism as a stimulus.
“We’re saving water, certainly,
because we don’t wash the trays,” said
Warrender. “Less chemical detergents,
saving and protecting resources—that’s
what it’s all about.”
Despite the change, Warrender reported
that there have been no complaints.
“I am aware of very, very few com
plaints,” said Warrender. “The very few
times I’ve spoken to students [they] felt
that it was a great idea after they were told
why PC has gone trayless,” said
Warrender. “We certainly expected some
complaints. But so far I am only aware of
three students asking about it.”

—Conor Ferguson ’10

The second floor of Phillips Memorial Library will remain semi-accessible to stu
dents until renovations are completed later this semester.
Renovations at Library Taking
Longer than Expected
Phillips Memorial Library has recent
ly begun a second phase of major reno
vations after extensive renovations from
2003 to 2004. The remodeling is most

ly contained to the second floor, while a
few noticeable technological advance
ments have appeared on the floor below.
Though the second wave of renovations
necessitated excessive time and effort,
progress was mired by safety protocols intro
duced after the Station Fire of 2003. After
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these unfortunate events, more sprinklers in
the library were deemed required by law. The
progress was further delayed when it was
decided that the work should be delayed until
Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P., president of
Providence College was instated.
“We planned on how to remodel the
entire second floor,” said Donald Russell
Bailey, Ph.D., director of Phillips
Memorial Library. “We were not able to
do it all during the summer as we had
hoped. We had materials coming from
Wisconsin, Indiana, and even East Asia.”
Construction is now expected to be com
pleted by late October or early November.
Most of the library’s resources are still
available to patrons.
When the renovations are completed
this fall, students and faculty can expect to
see modified compact shelves which store
several thousand linear feet of shelf space,
and computers using state-of-the-art tech
nology. The new electronic shelves save
room by scrunching together until a library
user wishes to find a book. “You press a
button and it’s like the waters parting,”
said Bailey.
Among other things, the carpet, rail
ing, and desk arrangements will be dra
matically changed. The carpet will now
have earthy tones of green, brown, and
burgundy. Additionally, a crescent table
will dominate the entrance area of the
second floor.
“We are at the forefront of what libraries
are doing around the world,” said Bailey.
“The proof is in the pudding.”
When the renovations are finished the
library will have updated computer hard
ware and technologies software.
“Since students are our primary
patrons, everything we do must have a
direct positive impact on patron servic
es,” said Bailey.
—Conor Ferguson ’10

St. Dominic Chapel and Campus Ministry
Mon - Friday @ 11:35am, 4:30pm, 9:00pm [no 9pm Fri]
Saturday @ 4:30pm [vigil]
Sunday @ 4:30pm, 7:00pm and 10:30pm
Confession: Weds @ 3:30 - 4:30pm and 8:00-9:00pm

Mass Times:

Campus Ministry invites any PC

student to get involved!

Stop in at the Campus Ministry Center to get contact information!
SAVE THE DATES!
Campus Ministry Open House
Connections I Retreat
Day of Connections Retreat (CM Center)
Just Lunch [discussions on social justice issues!]

Prayer and Praise
Taize Prayer Service
Theology on Tap

9/8
9/19-21
9/27
9/23; 10/29; 11/20
9/23, every Tues.
9/25, every Thurs.
9/25, 10/16, 11/13

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. If you find an
error in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence-.edu.
Corrections will be printed as necessary on page 2.
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Fire Codes Stressed at Hall Meetings
by

Lauren Ballback’11
News Staff

With 3,966 undergraduate students on
campus, security is top priority for
administration and staff at Providence
College. Each fall, Resident Assistants
(RAs) outline the rules of
CAMPUS residence living to their
NEWS floors, reviewing the old
rules and updating stu
dents about changes. The College views
fire safety and prevention as a serious
issue on campus due to its unfortunate
past experience.
On Dec. 13, 1977, a group of female
students living on the fourth floor of
Aquinas Hall came back from a snowball
fight and began using hair dryers to dry
off. Sparks caused by faulty wiring ignited,
along with Christmas decorations, which
added to the flames, and spread down the
hallway. Ten students died as a result, and
there were a number of injuries.
The fire in Aquinas changed the fire codes
not only for Rhode Island, but across the
country. Since that time PC has eliminated
dead end corridors and all residence halls
have a sprinkler system. According to Mark
Rapoza, assistant vice president of Facilities
Planning, all buildings are equipped with a
parallel system which alerts PC security and
the Providence Fire Department in case of an
emergency. Rapoza’s department works
closely with the state in order to keep the
codes up-to-date.
“The fire codes have not changed this
year,” said Dr. Steven Sears, dean of
Residence Life. “I think we just stressed
them more during the training [of RAs].”
“[My RA] told us to check the guide
lines on the door—she didn’t go in
depth about them,” said Kelsey Karkos
’12. Her RA did speak to her floor
about straighteners and the ban of
whiteboards on doors, the only changes
made to the College’s fire code.
Kevin Hillery, assistant dean of
Residence Life, said that one of the rea
sons was maintenance cost, due to deroga
tory messages written on boards. There
were a number of complaints last year
about inappropriate writings. Incidents of
vandalism were also reported involving

messages on dorm room doors last year.
Students reported that messages had been
written directly on their doors. The doors
then needed to be refinished at the expense
of the resident(s) living in the room.
When your door is closed, the outside of
it becomes part of the corridor. As part of
the hallway, it must adhere to the rules of

"--------------------------------------

Posting should be done through
our office. Res Life will distrib
ute the posters to the hall direc
tors and the RAs who will place
postings up at their discretion.
Kevin Hillery

-------------------------------------- "

“Anything in the path of egress in the the door to the hallway.
The fire code plays a role in where
event in the event of a fire alarm [must
be removed],” said Rapoza. The path of events can be held on campus.
When booking an event the SAIL
egress, also known as the common path
of egress, is the path which occupants Office consults Resource 25, PC’s system
through which space scheduling is passed
exit a location.”
Each year Residence Life must have on. The program is accessed via internal,
four fire drills. According to Sears, the and you can look up the capacity of partic
times are random. He said the first one of ular rooms for events. The room’s capacity
the year is typically conducted in the fluctuates for each room’s configuration.
“Some [rooms] have permanent setups,
evening, when the dorms are more popu
lated. These drills are conducted to make and some have flexible [ones],” said Victoria
students aware of the rally points they Moschou, PC’s central reservationist.
The structure of the room doesn’t nec
must report to in case of an emergency.
Last year the majority of alarms were essarily match the fire code. For exam
ple, when the residents of Aquinas meet
caused by food-related incidents.
Food-related alarms resulted from stu for a hall meeting in the Aquinas
dents burning food while cooking. Lounge, the approximately 323 students
Typically, after the food began to bum they exceeded the permitted limit of 120
open their windows and doors triggering assigned by Resource 25. This, howev
the alarm. Students are not fined in food- er, does not violate Rhode Island’s state
related incidents unless it happens more fire code.
“There is a difference between what
than once.
“We try to educate them,” said Hillery. we conservatively assigned and what is
If something is burning in the rooms then legally allowed,” said Rapoza.
the person should open their windows, not

the hallway.
“Posting should be done through our
office,” said Hillery. “Res Life will dis
tribute the postings to the hall
directors and the RAs who will
place postings up at their discre
tion.”
A rule that many students are par
ticularly aware of is that you are not
allowed to have double the number
of occupants in your dorm room at a
particular time. For someone living
in a double, that means you can’t
have more than four people.
“It is driven by the size [of the
Thun 9/11: A Taste Around the World!!
room], the amount of the furniture in
Come try $ix different been and six different wines
a room,” said Rapoza. “Regardless
from around the world!! Full bar w/ ID @ 8XX)pm.
of the size in an event of an emer
gency you should be able to get
yourself out.”
Fri 9/12: The Rock LIVE!! Get here early for their
He suggests that when the room
first show of the semester!! Band goes on at
is pitch black to try to get to the
9:00pm. Full bar w/ ID @ 4:3Opm.
door as quickly as possible. If an
object is blocking the pathway to
the door, move it in case of an
emergency.
Sat 9/13: SENIOR NIGHT!! Clast of 2009! Sing and dance all night
The hallways also need to be kept clear
of objects. If students do not need any fur
long at your first Senior Night!! Full bar w/ ID @ 8.-OOpm.
niture or have extra boxes they should email fixit@providence.edu to have them
removed. These objects pose hazards.

Freshmen: Students Getting Acquainted With PC
continued from front page
The class of 2012 has an average un
weighted GPA of a 3.47_on a 4.0 scale, 61
percent of students are from New England,
and 54 percent come from public schools.
More than half of the 2012 class were
members of the National Honor Society in
high school, and 786 members participated
in community service during their high
school years.

"--------------------------------------

Since getting settled students have
turned their sights towards involvement in
clubs and activities on campus. Students
such as freshman James Engel looks for
ward to joining an intramural team.
“I would love to do an intramural sport
of some kind,” said Engel. “Volleyball is
on the top of my list, but I would not need
to be persuaded to join a dodgeball, kick
ball, or ultimate Frisbee team.”

"-----------------------

My favorite part of PC
is probably the campus.
It’s just the right size,
but it still makes me
walk a bit.

The class is hard. Luckily, one
of the teachers in my group is
really funny and makes, his
part, at least, better and enjoy
able to understand.

Tara McGuinness ’12

Catherine Restrepo ’12

---------------------------------"
The transition into college life has been
going smoothly for most students.
“Moving day went well,” said Tara
McGuinness ’12. “It was organized and I
was able to pull right up next to the dorm
and unload. The people were helpful and
kind which was good because I was
scared, but I’m sure most freshmen were
as well.
“My favorite part of PC is probably the
campus. It’s just the right size, but it still
makes me walk a bit. I also like the gym
and I had never been to a gym before, but
now I am actually excited to go.”
Other students such as Chris Slavin ’ 12
agreed.
“Moving in went really smoothly,” he
said. “The RAs and everyone else who
helped me get situated were very helpful.”

surroundings, students such as Engel antic
ipate all of their anxieties will soon fade.

Without the hundreds of faculty,

staff and students that support our
efforts every day, we wouldn’t look

as good as we do.
Christopher Lydon
dean of Admissions and associate vice presi
dent of Admissions and Enrollment

“I guess I’m simply looking forward
to the end of the beginning,” said Engel.

“It’s almost here. The newness is disap
pearing and soon this will be home, but
for now, I am just experiencing all I can
and taking in the freshness of everything
around me.”
As the admissions process finally
came to a close, and the class of 2012
took residence on campus, Lydon was
able to take great pride in the 993 stu
dents that arrived.
“Without the hundreds of faculty,
staff, and students that support our
efforts every day, we wouldn’t look as
good as we do,” said Lydon. “Our staff
does a great job of selecting, but the PC
community tells the PC story in a way
that makes kids want to come here.
We’re lucky to have great support.”

------------------- "
Even though the freshman class seems
excited about activities and the campus,
the consensus about Development of
Western Civilization is less uplifting.
“I have had three Civ classes so far and
they have been alright,” said McGuinness.
“It was difficult the first day because there
were a lot of us. I am still a bit unsure
about what facts to write down and how to
study for the class, but I guess that will
come with time.”
McGinness isn’t the only one feeling
overwhelmed by Civ.
“The class is hard,” said Catherine
Restrepo ’12. “Luckily one of the teach
ers in my group is really funny and
makes his part, at least, better and
enjoyable to understand.”
As the class of 2012 adjusts to their new
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Student Congress Plans to Make
Administration Explain Actions
by

Devin Murphy
News Editor

’10

Outraged members of Student Congress
spoke for nearly two hours about their frustra
tion and aggravation over the newly imple
mented alcohol policies at their weekly meet
ing on Tuesday evening.
STUDENT After running through
CONGRESS mandatory procedures, and
hearing from class represen
tatives and heads of different committees,
Congress moved to suspend its rules allowing
students to talk about the alcohol policy with
out a time limit, and non-Congress members
to speak.
“I’m asking that we remain tactful and
constructive,” said Liz Wolf ’09, president
of Student Congress.
Wolf also told members of Congress
that she would like to see Student
Congress as the leader in the ongoing dia
logue that will be taking place between the
student body and the administration
throughout the course of the coming
months. She then opened the floor to any
one who had questions or comments about
the new alcohol policies.
Jamie Scambio ’10, class of 2010 presi
dent, said that she was displeased with the
wording of the new policies. She thinks
that many portions are very abstract and
need to be fixed immediately.
“I think a lot of things need to be cleared
up, as well as unauthorized weekends,”
said Scambio.
Joe Miller ’10, class of 2010 representa
tive, also questioned why the policies
focus so heavily on students age 21 and
older. He argued that Student Affairs
Administration is not treating the source of
the alcohol problem, only a “symptom.”
Megan Durigan ’09 also pointed out
Providence College’s unwillingness to
abide by its own rules. According to the
Student Handbook, drinking paraphernalia
is prohibited, but shot glasses and pingpong balls are still sold in the bookstore.
She said that was very contradictory.
Miller responded to her complaint and said
any alcohol bottles or anything that could be
considered paraphernalia is prohibited, howev
er, posters were not. He referenced the classic
poster ofJohn Belushi wearing a t-shirt with the
word “COLLEGE” written on it, and chugging
a bottle of Jack Daniels. Miller said that the
poster was in fact being sold in the poster sale
in lower Slavin as the meeting was going on.
However, it was on display with a piece of
paper covering the bottle of Jack Daniels.
Members of Congress were also con
cerned about the new alcohol policies push
ing the student body off campus to drink and
its effects on their safety. Transportation
changes will have the PC shuttle on a fixed
route where it will pick up or drop off stu
dents along the route, but it will not deviate
from it. Wolf said that the points about the
transportation changes are valid, but will be
handled by the Student Life Committee.
Debate also arose about off-campus liv
ing. Christine Halkett ’09, asked if she
would be held responsible by PC if the ten
ants living on the first floor of the house
she lives in do not attend the College,
throw a party, and have Providence Police
respond to an incident at the house in vio
lation of the alcohol policies.
The answer was unclear, but Wolf said that

PC would be notified of students living offcampus who were arrested or had the police
involved in an incident at their homes, and the
College could take disciplinary action.
The rules of confiscation were also an
issue for many Congress members. The
Student Handbook states that, “Moreover,
the College reserves the right to confiscate
alcohol, alcohol paraphernalia, and false
identifications as circumstances require.
Confiscated items will be disposed of, and
will not be returned under any circum
stances.” It is not specified when items
will be confiscated.
“We really can’t allow this school to put
statements in here like that and get away
with it,” said Billy Byrne ’09, treasurer of
Student Congress.
The consensus about the best way to
curb alcohol abuse, which is supported by
the 4Cs report, is to host more large events
on campus where alcohol is not served.
According to Rick Treleaven ’09, the
SAIL Office is pressuring clubs and organ
izations to host more alcohol-free events,
but it is not helping to put on those events.
“It’s kind of ridiculous when they’re not
allocating more money for non-alcoholic
events,” said Treleaven.
After Treleevean’s argument many stu
dents said that they thought the best way to
promote healthy drinking habits is to allow
students to casually drink with their peers
at club-sponsored events.
The most heated topic Congress dis
cussed was by far the implementation of
the policies. Jackie DeSisto ’ 10, a member
of the 4Cs, said that while the 4Cs does not
have the authority to implement policies, it
is supposed to advise on the creation and
implementation of policies. DeSisto
argued that Chris Fortunato, associate vice
president of Student Affairs, has only been
a PC for six months, most of the time he
has been here students have not, and he
rushed to implement the policies before
students returned for the fall semester
without consulting the 4Cs or Student
Congress. She also had to sign a confiden
tiality agreement stating that she would not
release how she voted on the 4Cs sugges
tions, which Fortunato then later revealed
at an open forum on the new policies.
Scambio supported DeSisto’s outrage
and said that 26 orientation leaders were
also on Student Congress and could have
been approached over the summer to dis
cuss new policies.
“There was plenty of time during the
day to sit down and talk about it,” said
Scambio. “It’s embarrassing.”
Not all of the comments made by Congress
members were negative. Wolf praised the
new amnesty policy, which allows students to
call for medical assistance for other students
without being penalized. She also believed
that the elimination of monetary fines for vio
lations was a positive step, although, some
controversy brewed over the use of commu
nity service as an alternative punishment.
The meeting was closed on a positive note,
encouraging students not to become too upset
over the new policies.
“I just want to urge this body to stay
positive,” said Justin Ferranti ’10.
Student Congress Executive Board will
be developing some type of statement or
legislation to present to Student Affairs
and the administration later this week.

pcstudentcongressxom
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The following is the e-mail sent to the Providence College student body regard
ing policy changes:

RE: A Message to all Providence
College Students from the Associate
Vice President for Student Affairs
Administration
August 27, 2008

Dear Students:

I hope your summer has been both meaningful and enjoyable. As
the College prepares to welcome you back, it is with excitement and pride
that I write to share with you the significant progress being made in important
initiatives aimed at improving and enhancing student life at PC. Being
responsive to student needs and requests is a top priority. The College is
taking bold steps to enhance opportunities for community and connections, to
support student safety and health, and to provide more choices for social and
recreational activities. The College’s unwavering commitment to student
success and well-being is the driving force behind a number of important
changes.

Improvements to Campus Social/Recreational Space and Transportation
In order to meet student needs and requests, the College will embark
on the creation and improvement of a substantial amount of 24/7 social and
recreational space for all students that will support enhanced programming
and student unity. A major announcement will be made in early September
outlining the details of the upcoming plans and additional opportunities for
student input. Moreover, PC is exploring the implementation of immediate
upgrades to the College’s transportation offerings that will support service
activities, club sports, student organizations and residence life by increasing
capacity, effectiveness and convenience. An improved shuttle operation will
better enable students to run errands as well as travel throughout the sur
rounding neighborhood safely and conveniently. Detailed information will be
distributed by the SAIL office. Building on the success of the Concannon
Fitness Center, these and other Student Affairs initiatives represent our com
mitment to making student life safer, more productive and more enjoyable.

New Health/Safety Guidelines
Over the last two years, through the work of the Committee on
Campus Culture, Conduct and Civility (the 4Cs), the College has both
acknowledged a serious alcohol abuse problem at PC and committed to
making the changes in policy, culture and programming that will better protect
student safety and health. In response to the over 70 student alcohol related
hospital transports and over 1100 alcohol related conduct incidents last year
alone, some have suggested the College institute an outright ban on alcohol
on campus and at College events. The College has decided not to follow
that route at this time. Through listening to students, looking at data, consult
ing with experts and carefully deliberating next steps, the College has com
mitted instead to implementing a number of other measures to promote safe
ty and wellbeing. These include amending alcohol policy guidelines and stu
dent conduct procedures in the Student Handbook, as well as expanding and
launching new programs supporting both non-use and a more intelligent use
of alcohol.
There are important new guidelines that students should be aware of
prior to their return to PC. For example, hard alcohol of any kind is no longer
permitted on campus with the exception of drinks served to students 21 and
older at McPhail’s Entertainment Facility. In addition, the College has created
limits as to how much alcohol students 21 and older may possess or store on
campus. Also, new procedures and regulations are in place that spell out the
consequences for alcohol related conduct violations for both individual stu
dents and student clubs and organizations. All students are expected to
read, know and follow these and other guidelines which are discussed in
detail in the updated Student Handbook available as of August 29, 2008 on
the Student Life page on the PC website. Moreover, these guidelines will be
discussed as part of a new, ongoing dialogue on this and other issues begin
ning with several opening Forums on Student Life during the first week of
classes (dates and times will be posted).
These guidelines are meant to ensure that rules and regulations are
applied consistently, fairly and transparently and that students are both held
accountable for their behavior AND supported in their efforts to make smart
choices and to succeed at PC and beyond. Our new Office of Student
Conduct, replacing Judicial Affairs, has and will continue to educate the PC
community and clarify long-standing policies and practices including the
effect alcohol related infractions may have on a student’s ability to live on or
off campus or participate as a student leader or in international study.
These changes, though significant, are necessary to keep students
safe and support success. I call upon each of you to partner with administra
tion, each other and the College community to engage in a dialogue about
our individual and collective responsibilities when it comes to the health and
well-being of friends, classmates and others in the PC community. As the
College commits to enhancing and increasing opportunities for students to
engage in meaningful and fun social, recreational, service and leadership
activities, we look to each of you for guidance, feedback and smart choices.
I very much look forward to partnering with you and the larger PC
community to make PC a leader in student life. All the best.

Sincerely,
Chris Fortunato, J.D., M.S.W.
Dean of Students/
Associate Vice President
Student Affairs Administration
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Featured Teacher: Epaphras Osandu
by

Kylie Lacey
News Staff

’ll

The newest member of the Providence
College Department of English is
Associate Professor Epaphras Osondu. He
was graduated from University of Calabar
with a B.A. in Literature
Studies and English and
NEW from Syracuse University
FACULTY with an M.F.A. in Creative
Writing. Prior to teaching
at the College, Osondu worked in advertis
ing and as a copy writer. He also taught at
the University of Maryland at College
Park and Syracuse University in Syracuse,
N.Y. as Graduate Assistant.
Osondu was bom into a family of seven in
the former capital of Nigeria, Lagos. As a
child he attended a Catholic boarding school.
“Although the school was not lead by
the Dominicans, but the Franciscans, the
Catholic tradition was very strong,” he
said. “The school focused on spirituality,
but like a British boarding school, also
focused on order and parochial matters.”
It was paritially due to this Catholic
upbringing that attracted Osondu to teach
ing at PC.
“I come from a family of teachers,” he said
“So I valued education, and with my own
schooling, the Catholic tradition instantly
made me interested in this college.”
Osondu also cites the attitudes of the PC
student body as a reason for desiring to
teach. After doing a sample lesson on a
Fiction Workshop class in the spring, he
insisted that the curiosity and openness of
the students was engaging and fascinating.
“The students here give and take,” he
said. “They embraced learning from me
and each other. They accepted criticism,
which can often be the toughest thing for a
writer to take, easily. A willingness to lis
ten to criticism and advice from me and
from each other was apparent. The time
passed so quickly.”
After obtaining a steady teaching posi
tion at PC, Osondu found that not much
had changed. He claims his classes now
are equally willing to engage in the class
room and in their texts.
“My students now are like
sponges,” said Osondu.“They soak up
information and the classroom dynam
ic and are perfectly willing to give it
back to the class.”

The classroom dynamic he speaks of
is of the Socratic style, preferring ques
tioning and answering and discussing to
simple lectures.
When asked which of his classes he
enjoyed teaching the most, he smiled and
referred to an African saying.
“Don’t ask a man which child he loves
the most!” he said. “All of my classes are
amazing. The Fiction Workshop, the class
to which I gave the sample lesson, is
extraordinary.”
When speaking of his Fiction Workshop
class, he used a sweet metaphor to describe
the dynamic of the class.
“Being in that class is like working in a
chocolate factory,” he said. “The students
are all working together successfully, and
with that working together comes a posi
tive result. Like in a chocolate factory, if
all the workers and machines operate cor
rectly, the result is good.”
Osondu hopes to continue writing and
publishing while he teaches at PC.
“I hope PC can provide me with the
environment to continue writing,” he said.
With short stories such as “A Letter
From Home” and “Jimmy Carter’s Eyes,”
and poems such as “Waiting for the gods to
die,” Osondu has received many accolades
for his published works. “Jimmy Carter’s
Eyes” was short-listed for the 2007 Caine
Prize for African Writing.
Most of his works were set in his home
country of Nigeria, and discussed family
and town relations. “Jimmy Carter’s Eyes”
told of a small child in a village in Africa
who was blinded at at young age, yet
gained the power to witness kidnappings
and tell of instances regarding her father,
who abandoned her as a baby. The story
centered around the townspeople in the
village and how they reached out to help
the girl when she was blinded.
“A Letter from Home,” was set in the
form of a woman in Nigeria writing a let
ter to her son who has traveled to America,
begging him to return home and adapt the
Nigerian life she desired for him.
Even with strong Nigerian influences,
Osondu admits that the United States gave
him a much more conducive environment
for publishing works. He spoke of Nigeria
as lacking in publishing houses and liter
ary journals.
However, one of the works that
Osondu spoke of as one of his most

influential and importance pieces was
published in his home country. The
anthology For Ken, For Nigeria
(Poems) was a collection of poems by
the late Ken Saro-Wiwa that Osondu
pieced together in memoriam of some
one who influenced his entering into
the literary field.
“Ken Saro-Wiwa was a man hanged
with eight others in 1995 for his activism
and writings,” he said. “When I saw the
power literature could have on the world, I
began to consider switching from a career
in advertising to using literature, my writ
ings to impact people.”
Ken Saro-Wiwa was an author, environ
mentalist, and television producer whose
public, written desires for a more Democratic
Nigeria were squelched by Dictator
Babangida. After being unjustly tried for the
murders of four elders in Ogoniland, on the
Niger Delta, he was publicly hung with his
colleagues. Osondu viewed this injustice as
an indication of the power writing books can
have on the public.
“I was writing ads for Nigerian
Tylenol for years,” Osondu said “And
no one came to hang me for it! SaroWiwa was doing his job, writing, and he
was murdered. It got me thinking about
why the government, why people are so
afraid of literature.”
Osondu values literature and teaching for
reasons beyond making a public statement.
“I do come from a family of teachers,
and in Nigeria, when a family is poor,
they will send their child to live with a
teacher,” he said. “From seeing students
as such in my town and in my home, I
realized the value in education. Parents
can love their children so much and
know that education is the right path for
them that they will go through the pain
of sending them away—just so they can
get a proper education.”
Upon entering the field of teaching
and writing, Osondu considers his
career high to be watching the progres
sion in his students.
“In whatever way it is, I enjoy watching
students sit in the back of the room and
gradually move to the front,” he said.
“Whether they do it in the form of partici
pation, or sharing their work with the class,
it is a pleasure to see my students open
themselves up and become involved.”

RAs: Restrictions Apply when Off Duty
continued from front page
PC campus. RAs are .also responsible for
policy enforcement and administrative
duties, which include opening and closing
residence halls for breaks and vacations,
reporting common area maintenance
issues, and conducting fire inspections in
accordance with state law.
“There is at least one RA on call every
day during the academic year from 8:00
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. in each residence hall,”
Sears said. “RAs are required to be avail
able for students and remain in their build
ing offices during duty hours when on
duty, which are 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
during the week and 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
during weekends and holidays.”
Sears indicated that off-duty RAs are
also subject to the restriction that they
must be in their residence halls by 3:00
a.m. every morning until 7:00 a.m., with
exceptions to the 3:00 a.m. rule requiring
review and approval by an RA’s supervisor
on a case-by-case basis.
Sears said that for this academic
year, compensation is based on resi
dence hall placement.
“All resident assistants receive a
stipend equal to their cost of hous
ing,” Sears said. “In addition, all resi
dent assistants receive a meal plan.
Traditional hall RAs receive a 15meal plan, suite RAs receive an 11meal plan, and apartment RAs receive
a 7-meal plan. Pay does not increase
based on year.”
This year, PC has put into effect new
alcohol and party policies. Sears said that
these policies, in addition to all College
policies, will be enforced in cooperation
with the Student Affairs Administration
Department. Sears indicated that the RAs

in on-campus living facilities have the
right to investigate possible infringements
of the policies.
“Resident assistants have the responsi
bility to ask any student suspected of vio
lating College policy to comply with vari
ous requests, including opening of refrig
erators and/or closets, depending on the
alcohol violation,” Sears said.
However, Sears indicated that this is not
a simple situation to address, as “incidents
are confronted and handled on a case-bycase basis.” He noted that many situations
do not require a search.
“Our main concern is safety, health, and
providing a positive quality of life for the
on-campus community,” he said.
Sears said that an RA’s jurisdiction
extends beyond his or her building, noting
that RAs have the ability to document any
student for any College policy violation
anywhere on campus. However, he added
that security is responsible for enforcing
most policy violations that occur outside
of the individual residence halls. Grounds
for being documented or written up can be
found in the Student Handbook.
“Any violation of any policy or proce
dure found in the Student Handbook is
grounds for being documented,” Sears
said. “All students documented for a poli
cy violation are granted rights which are
found in the Student Handbook on page
39. Hence, a due process must be fol
lowed. Our goal is to be fair and just.”
Sears said that students are always
encouraged to approach their RAs, as well
as their hall director, with any questions or
concerns that may arise throughout the
school year. He said that any member of
the staff in the Office of Residence Life is

willing and should be able to assist stu
dents with questions or concerns. The
extension for the Office of Residence Life
is x2392, through which students may
schedule a meeting, or students can visit
the office itself in the basement of St.
Joseph Hall.
For students interested in becoming
RAs for the next school year, Sears said
that the application process for new RAs
typically begins in January, at which time
students may apply for positions in tradi
tional halls or for positions in the apart
ments or suites which have not already
been filled by returning RAs.
“Every year we evaluate the appli-,
cation process to ensure it is the most
effective and efficient means of hiring
qualified students,” Sears said. “Last
year’s applicants completed an online
written application, interviewed with
two hall directors, participated in a 5hour group interview process, and
submitted a reference letter from a
non-Residence Life College employee
for review.”
According to the requirements for being
an RA, listed on the Providence College
Web site, one must maintain a minimum
2.25 cumulative grade point average each
semester while employed as an RA; adhere
to and enforce all College policies and pro
cedures; fulfill all duties, responsibilities,
and expectations; and support the missions
of the Office of Residence Life and of
Providence College.
Additional information about RAs and
the Office of Residence Life can be found
in the “Student Life” section of the
Providence College Web site.

ACADEMIC
CONVOCATION

College President
Brian J. Shanley,
O.P., requests the
honor of your
presence
at the
Academic
Convocation
which opens the
2008 - 2009
Academic Year.

Wednesday,
September 17,
2008 at 3:30 p.m.
on the Slavin
Center Lawn.

A reception
immediately
follows
the ceremony.

RSVP
to the
Office of College
Events at
Extension 2344
or email
colevent@
providence.edu.
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Alcohol: Students Accuse Administration of
continued from front page
forums,” at times assigned according to
residence hall on Thursday, Sept. 4, to dis
cuss the new policies - even though almost
all freshmen are not legally able to drink.
Forums were held on Friday, Sept. 5 in ’64
Hall for upperclassmen at three separate
times, 12:00 p.m., 1:30 p.m., and 3:00 p.m.
Attendance for upperclassmen—mostly
the only students on campus legally able to
drink—was optional. Steven Sears, Ph.D.,
dean of Residence Life, sent out an e-mail
on Thursday morning, Sept. 4, notifying
all students of the forums where he wrote,
“Representatives of the Student Affairs
Administration will be holding open com
munity forums to discuss these [alcohol
policy] changes.” In addition to Sears’ email, flyers were also posted in residence
halls across campus.
Many members of the administration
were present at the forums including,
Kevin Butler, dean of Judicial Affairs,
Maureen F. Quinlan, associate dean of
Office of Student Conduct, Sears, and
Fortunato. Fortunato handled the majority
of questions concerning new policies. He
briefly talked about future changes to the
Slavin Center and to the shuttle, but he
acknowledged that students did not want
to talk about those changes.
“I know that a lot of you are not here
to talk about changes to this building
[Slavin] or changes in transportation,”
said Fortunato.
In Fortuanto’s e-mail he informed
students that major changes to the alco
hol policy on campus had been made
including, but not limited to, the ban
ning of hard alcohol on campus, with the
exception of McPhail’s.
Fortunato began the discussion about
alcohol policies by affirming that the
student community at PC does in fact
exhibit symptoms of an alcohol abuse
problem, which the Committee on
Campus Culture, Conduct and Civility
(the 4Cs) has documented.
“We definitely do have this prob
lem,” said Fortunato. “The numbers
speak for themselves.”
During the 2007-2008 academic year,
70 students were transported to the hos
pital to receive medical attention after
consuming excessive amounts alcohol,
and 1,100 students were cited for alco
hol violations.
“What we had in place does not work,”
said Fortunato.
PC based its new alcohol policy on sug
gestions from an expert at the University
of Washington’s center for addiction stud
ies, and other alcohol policies implement
ed by different colleges and universities
around the country.
“There was no college or institution
out there that had the ‘silver bullet,’”
said Fortunato.
He insisted that PC looked at schools
both like it in size and education, as well as
schools dissimilar schools. The policy in
place is a synthesis of the policies which
are functional for PC.
The first issue of concern which opened
up more heated dialogue was the way in
which students were notified about the
changes. Jamie Scambio ’10, junior class
president, was disappointed with the avail
ability of the new guidelines. She felt that
the new policies were not accessible
enough to students, and as a result students
may not be aware of all the changes and
may receive alcohol violations.
Fortunato agreed with Scambio that
the dissemination of the policies had not
been as widespread as it could have
been, which prompted the forums, and
ensured her that the policies as listed in
the handbook would be made more
accessible to students.
“A lot of this happened in relatively
short order, towards the end of the sum
mer,” said Fortunato, who has only been
working at PC for the last six months. “We
know that it is unfair to expect things of
people who don’t know what is going on .
... I think more publicity could have hap
pened and more publicity is going to hap
pen, and I invite any suggestions and ways
to do that.”
Work on the new alcohol policies began
at the beginning of the summer recess and
were refined and revised intensely over the
course of the summer. According to

Providence College’s Alcohol Policy
Alcohol abuse and underage alcohol use at the College have been recognized as serious
challenges that jeopardize the safety and success of students and the College
community.

The College is actively working to address alcohol and other drug-related problems
at PC and in the surrounding community through:

— providing education
— promoting a change in the campus culture regarding alcohol
— promoting alcohol-free social options

— reducing alcohol availability
— developing alcohol policies and increasing the consistency of enforcement
reducing the marketing of alcohol

conducting early intervention
— providing treatment and referrals.
Alcohol Regulations - Limits and Restrictions

The College is committed to a clear, meaningful and well-publicized set of limitations
and consequences that hold students accountable for alcohol-related behaviors
(BOTH on and off campus) and provide necessary educational, monitoring and
support elements.

Providence College students are expected to comply with local, state, and federal
laws relating to the use of alcohol. The College will not tolerate conduct that disrupts
the campus or the academic or residential environment, or jeopardizes the
safety of another person. Rhode Island state law, applicable to all PC students regardless
of home state or country, makes it illegal for anyone under age 21 to purchase,
arrange to have purchased, transport, possess, consume, or carry alcoholic
beverages. Regardless of age, the unlawful use of alcohol, drunk and disorderly conduct
(including assault and battery and property damage), and violation of any regulations
listed below are considered serious offenses and will result in judicial
action and possible sanctions through the Office of Student Conduct and/or the Office
of Residence Life. Alcohol or alcohol paraphernalia discovered pursuant to a violation
of a regulation listed below will be confiscated and discarded. Moreover, the
College reserves the right to confiscate alcohol, alcohol paraphernalia, and false
identifications as circumstances require. Confiscated items will be disposed of, and
will not be returned under any circumstances. Confiscated false identifications will
be submitted to the Office of Safety and Security.

— The use, sale, possession, or distribution of alcohol by or to anyone under the age
of 21 anywhere on College property, at College-sponsored events, or off-campus
establishments is prohibited.

— Students may not be intoxicated and may not encourage or contribute to the
intoxication of another person.

—The unauthorized possession of any central alcohol source (any type of keg, beerballs,
punch bowls, trash cans, etc.) by Providence College students (on or off
campus) or in the course of College activities are prohibited.

— Regardless of agef no one may drink from or possess an open container of alcohol
Fortunato, Student Affairs did not want to
have a partially completed policy upon
students’ return in September, and did not
want to roll out policy changes in phases.
Certain changes to the Student Handbook
also needed to receive approval from the
General Council’s Office, which can be a
lengthy process.
“There was no intention to slip this

under the radar screen,” said Fortunato.
“Something like this is not going to go
under anyone’s radar screen at all, and
we’re looking to have an on-going conver
sation about this. .. But we had to decide;
now that we’ve made this decision, now
that we think this is in the best interest of
the students, we had to get this information
out there, and so we sent it out as quickly

as we could. I would have loved it [the
revised Student Handbook] to have been
out months before. We weren’t ready.”
Another major issue that concerned stu
dents is the application of on-campus poli
cies to those living off-campus.
“That’s not changed,” said Fortunato.
“There’s nothing new about that. That’s
always been the way it is. And that’s the way
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Underhanded Tactics and Unfair Guidelines
as Listed in the Student Handbook
in a public or common area on campus or participate in drinking games. Open
containers of alcohol are prohibited on the streets of Providence and could result
in arrests and court action.

— No student, regardless of age, may possess hard liquor on the Providence College
campus with the limited exception of purchase and consumption of such beverages
at McPhail’s by those 21 years or older.

— Students (21 years of age or older) may not possess or store excessive amounts
of alcohol on campus. An excessive amount is defined as any amount in excess
of six (6) standard drinks per person at any given time. One standard drink
is equivalent to a 12 ounce beer or a 5 ounce glass of wine. Providence College
reserves the right to limit and/or dispose of any excessive or unsafe amounts
of alcohol at the discretion of College officials. This regulation is a limitation
on possession and storage and in no way is meant to suggest that the consumption
of 6 standard drinks or fewer during a single episode is safe, healthy,
or appropriate.

— No alcoholic beverages are permitted in the following residence halls: McDermott,
Raymond, McVinney and Guzman for the 2008-09 academic year, as these
halls house in whole or large part students under the age of 21.

— Students age 21 years or older may NOT consume, possess or store alcohol in the
common areas of individual suites and apartments if any resident of the
suite/apartment is under age 21. Moreover, students may not consume alcohol or
possess open containers of alcohol in these common areas during any time when
guests/visitors under the age of 21 are present. Students 21 years or older may
consume, store or possess alcohol in the privacy of their individual residence hall
rooms except as prescribed by law or other policies in the Student Handbook.

— It is prohibited to display alcohol containers (whether unopened, partially filled
or empty) on campus including in residence hall rooms. It is further a violation
of the Code of Student Conduct for underage students to possess or store empty
alcohol containers anywhere on campus including in residence halls.

— Students will not be permitted to register or host guests during specified weekends
or high-risk time periods at the discretion of the Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs Administration. These time frames will be announced
in advance.

— Creation, possession, distribution or use of false identification is prohibited.
False identification cards will be confiscated and turned over to the Office of
Safety and Security.

— The College reserves the right to confiscate alcohol as circumstances require.
Confiscated alcohol will be disposed of; it will not be returned under any circumstances.

—for information on additional alcohol policies please refer to pages 43-47 in the Student
Handbook

it is at most other colleges and universities.”
PC has always had the same policies in
place for those living off-campus as those
living on campus. However, under the new
rules, upperclassmen living off-campus,
21 and over, are not permitted to have any
hard alcohol in their possession, to store it
in their common refrigerators if everyone
in the house is not 21 years-old, or to have

in their possession more than a six pack of
beer per student 21 years or over, or the
equivalent in wine. Technically they can
not have more than double the number of
people who reside at the house in the house
at one time, and they must register any par
ties with Residence Life. It is possible for
a student to be penalized by Student
Affairs for violating the new alcohol poli

cies, even if the violation occurred offcampus.
“The rationale for this is that you have
signed on to Providence College ... the
College has a certain set of values, a cer
tain code of conduct and standards, that I
have to say, all of you and your families by
coming here signed on to be a part of,”
said Fortunato. “And, I think it’s a reason

able expectation for us to hold you to those
standards not because we can or because
we want to, but because that’s part of the
community that you’ve decided to be a
part of.”
The lacking participation of the 4Cs
committee also raised eyebrows among
students. Fortunato admitted that he was
not a member of the 4Cs committee and
that there was no representative from the
4Cs committee at the forums. He said that
Student Affairs had taken the 4Cs report
and suggestions into consideration when
writing the new policies; however, it is the
responsibility of Student Affairs to imple
ment change.
Hard alcohol was also a subject of con
cern among students 21 and older. One stu
dent said that he felt that the ban on hard
alcohol was targeting students legally able
to drink, which he felt was unfair.
The prohibition of hard alcohol came
as a result of an examination of the
causes for hospital transports and alco
hol infractions. Upon examination,
Fortunato said, a majority of students
transported after drinking excessively
were drinking hard alcohol. Most alco
hol violations involved hard alcohol as
well. Those students transported and
written up for alcohol violations were
not exclusively freshmen and sopho
mores. Student Affairs does not want
hard alcohol to be easily accessible to
freshman and sophomores either, so
they chose to ban hard alcohol on cam
pus, with the exception of McPhail’s
where trained bar tenders serve standard
drinks to legal students.
“We are changing what some of you
believe is your right and ability to, espe
cially if you’re over 21, to consume hard
alcohol on this campus,” said Fortunato.
“I’m not going to deny that. We are ask
ing something different of you than you
were used to, and we’re doing so
because we’re looking at the entire com
munity, what the community needs are,
and not because we’re coming up with
these ideas on our own.”
Legal students are now limited as to
where they can drink on campus. The
Student Handbook states, “Students age 21
years or older may NOT consume, possess
or store alcohol in the common areas of
individual suites and apartments if any res
ident of the suite/apartment is under age
21. Moreover, students may not consume
alcohol or possess open containers of alco
hol in these common areas during any time
when guests/visitors under the age of 21
are present. Students 21 years or older may
consume, store, or possess alcohol in the
privacy of their individual residence hall
rooms except as prescribed by law or other
policies in the Student Handbook.”
This new policy worried some students
who are legally able to drink. They argued
that the policy encouraged binge drinking
among upperclassmen and drinking alone,
which is considered to be a sign of alco
holism. Fortunato said that was not the
intention of the policy and he does not
believe that it encourages alcoholism.
Student Affairs concluded that allowing
students of age to drink in their rooms was
more reasonable than not allowing them to
drink anywhere on campus.
“Is it a perfect system? No, it’s not,”
said Fortunato. “Do I think it’s going to
incentivize people who have alcohol
abuse or alcohol dependence problems
to hide their drinking in their rooms?
No. I really don’t.”
After over an hour of discussion
Fortunato finally ended the day of forums,
ensuring students that this was only the
first round of dialogue between themselves
and the administration.
Fortunato did support ideas to open dis
cussions beyond students and the adminis
tration and include Rev. Brian J. Shanley,
O.P., president of Providence College, and
the Dominican Friars.
But students left the forums with more
questions concerning how and why the
new alcohol policies were enacted.
“I think it’s great that there’s an open
dialogue,” said Scambio after the forum.
“But there are many questions that went
unanswered. I think it was due to a time
constraint rather than a lack of wanting on
the administration’s part.”
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Attention freshmen, sophomores, and juniors!

(From the left) DJ Delicious, Bob Mancini, Bob McCann, Ann McCann, Mark Sweeney,
Kevin O'Neill ‘09, Tara Albury ‘09

Students enjoying the annual “Welcome Back!” barbecue

Beautiful
houses still
available!

Don’t be
left out!
Landlords Bob Mancini, Mark Sweeney, and Bob McCann

Book now for the 2009-10 and 2010-11 school year!
For more information contact Mark Sweeney at
(401) 749-1550 or (401) 864-1456
Mark@The02908Club. com
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Pointing Fingers: The Russia-Georgia Blame
There is more at stake in this con
frontation than mere ideals, however.
There are far more players involved in
this situation in addition to Georgia,
Eurasia: The Caucasus
Russia, the U.S., and regional national
ists. Like any game with too many play
ers, the rules tend to get confusing.
In particular, the European Union (EU)
hile China made a truly His
and its member nations are all looking on
toric international debut this
with great interest because of ever-rising
summer in hosting the Olympics, the
spotlight was also thrown onto a little- energy demands. This is because the Bakuknown country in the Caucasus Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, the second-largest
—Georgia—after its internal conflict oil pipeline in the world, runs through
with the South Ossetia region touched Geoigia. Thus Geoigia becomes a very
off an extremely intricate political and strategically important area for years to come.
Despite calls from the United States
military standoff.
for swift denouncements and sanctions
Tensions have been lingering in the
region ever since the population of in response to Russia’s involvement,
EU member nations have been hesitant
South Ossetia voted overwhelmingly
in favor of being united with North to do so because of their reliance on
Ossetia and Russia in a 2006 referen Russian energy reserves. According to
dum—a popular vote that was ulti CNN, the EU imports as much as 30
percent of its oil and 40 percent of its
mately ignored.
The incident began with small skir natural gas from Russia, an economic
mishes taking place within the region reality that cannot be overlooked in
on August 6, with each side claiming to considering diplomacy.
have been merely responding to provo
cation from the other. Though a cease
"--------------------------------------fire agreement was soon reached on
August 7, Georgia promptly broke the
agreement the next day by attacking the
capital of South Ossetia, Tskhinvali.
Russia, an ally of Ossetia, then sent
its forces to stabilize the region
despite fierce objections from the
United States. Intermittent fighting
continued, however, until Russia
largely withdrew on August 22. What
remained was a scarred landscape and
a slew of unanswered questions.
Of course, the key question of con
cern regarding this incident is who
was actually responsible, but that cer
tainly depends on who you ask.
According to Russia, it was Georgia’s
unprovoked military action over a
Georgian President
baseless territorial claim that sparked
Mikheil
Saakashvili
the conflict. Georgia and the Bush
administration, on the other hand,
assert that Russia is the primary insti
gator, being a nation who has had
Concerns over national security,
some antagonism towards Georgia's in Georgia and elsewhere further
government ever since the 2003 Rose complicate Russian diplomatic rela
Revolution diminished Russian influ tions with the rest of the world. U.S.
ence in the region.
Vice President Dick Cheney, for
“Russia’s leaders see us as a threat example, spoke candidly to CNN
because Georgia is a free country about his concerns over Russia’s
whose people have elected to integrate blatant arms trade to dangerous
into the Euro-Atlantic community,” regions, saying that it “has sold
Georgia’s President Mikheil Saak advanced weapons to regimes in
ashvili said, according to The
Syria and Iran. Some of the Russian
Guardian, a major media outlet in weapons sold to Damascus have
Great Britain, “But Russia’s rulers do been channeled to terrorist fighters
not want their nation or its borders
in Lebanon and Iraq.” There have
contaminated by democratic ideas.”
also long been concerns over
by

Christopher Mitchell ’09
World Staff

W

Russia’s rulers do
not want
their nation or
its borders
contaminated by
democratic ideas.

REUTERS

Georgian soldiers try to avoid a bombardment in the city of Gori,
50 miles outside Tblisi.
Russia’s assistance with Iran’s nucl administration has been firm in its
ear program.
claims that the system will only be

Russia, on the other hand, is grow
ing wary of the encroachment of
NATO onto its doorstep long after the
end of the Cold War. In particular, the
consent of NATO nations for the U.S.
to establish a missile defense shield in
the Czech Republic and Poland,
threatens to place Russia into a precar
ious position. Although the Bush

used for deterring likely threats from
the Middle East, Russia is quick to
point out that it will be capable of
offensive military action as well.
With tiny nations once again becoming
hot spots in which superpowers indirect
ly confront one anomer, such concepts
like deterrence and NATO no longer
sound as obsolete as they once did.

Did the United States make the right decision
in supporting Georgia?
"Even though it is not
necessarily the United
States* business to
become involved in
the quarrels of these
nations, we didn’t do
any harm by aiding
Georgia, after a
wrongdoing that
Russia committed."

Leah Glass '11
Compiled By Lorraine Dalton

Eamonn Nolan '11
A map of the disputed regions in the Caucasus conflict.

BBC

’ll
"I think the U.S.
should have sided with
Georgia because it was
wrong for Russia to
invade and destroy
Georgia. We need to
make as many allies as
we can. By aiding
Georgia, we can help
make them a success
ful country. After
World War H we
aided Japan, and now
look at how successful
they've become."
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Hurricanes Surge the Atlantic
by Jenny Arvanaghi ’10
World Staff

Weather
Saturday, August 30, the
National Hurricane Center
reported that Hurricane Gustav was
an “extremely dangerous Category
four hurricane that could possibly
turn into a Category five” neading
towards the United States, specifical
ly along the Louisiana coast. Gustav
hit the Haitian coast, Jamaica, the
Cayman Islands, and Cuba before
heading for New Orleans, the city
that was devastated by Hurricane
Katrina in 2005.
Mayor C. Ray Nagin immediately
ordered an evacuation and an esti
mated two million people fled
southern Louisiana before the storm
hit on Monday, making it the largest
evacuation in the history of the state
of Louisiana. Thankfully, Gustav
was weakened before it hit land and
the impact on New Orleans was not
as severe as predicted.
Only 10 deaths have been report
ed in New Orleans, far fewer than
the 1,600 death toll of Hurricane
Katrina. Many of the new levees,
gates, pumps, and the city’s
drainage canals were successful.
Although there was no serious dam
age, trees were uprooted, power
lines snapped, and telephone poles
blocked streets. Also, gas station
awnings were toppled, as were traffic
signals and billboards.
FEMA’s efforts were much more
effective this time around than when
Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005, and the
nation recognized its improvement.
Sen. Joseph Biden (Del.) commented
on FEMA’s reform when he stated, “It
looks like they’re incredibly well pre
pared.” The president of the New
n

O

Orleans City Council, Jackie Clarkson,
also stated, “This is tremendously well
organized, orchestrated, and collaborat
ed with all the Southern region parishes,
and with the state, and with the federal
government,” according to The New
York Times.
Following Gustav, Hurricane Hanna
caused severe flooding and killed at
least 137 people along the coast of
Haiti. By the time it reached the U.S.,
Hanna was classified as a tropical
storm, and it dumped as much as nine
inches of rain on the mid-Atlantic and
caused flooding in many areas such as
Virginia, Delaware, and New York.
Moving north toward New England,
Hanna caused sporadic power outages
across the region with winds around
50 mph over land. In the New York
City area, Hanna flooded highways
and delayed flights, but no major dam
age was reported,
Hanna came ashore near the North
Carolina-South Carolina state line,
causing a surge of one to two feet of
water along the shore. About 10,000
South Carolina homes were without
power Saturday morning, mostly in the
Myrtle Beach area. In North Carolina,
nearly 12,000 homes had no electricity
with nearly 1,500 residents seeking
refuge in 49 emergency shelters.
Finally, Hurricane Ike surged through
Cuba on Monday, tearing off roofs after
pouring through the Bahamas and exac
erbating floods in Haiti that had killed
about 320 people at the time of this writ
ing. Ike made landfall on Cuba as a
Category 3 hurricane, but weakened to a
still potent Category 2 storm with 105
mph winds as it hit the island. As many
as 900,000 Cubans evacuated, while
other families stayed inside their homes
praying to get through the storm. Ike is
expected to tear across the entire length
of Cuba, then enter the Gulf of Mexico
with Texas and Louisiana among the
likely targets.
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Soundbite of the Week
“As always, I
rely on the
jury system.”
'Former NFL star O.J. Simpson
in the pre-trial hearing oi his
robbery-kidnapping trial.
AP

Ending Pain at the Pump: Long-Run Energy Independence Plans
his summer, gas prices were on

The fact that we rely mostly on foreign
everyone’s minds, and most did suppliers for oil also greatly affects the
whatever they could to stay away fromprice. Problems in the Middle East can
the pump. Large SUVs were traded in increase the price of oil unexpectedly.
for hybrids, workers carpooled, and Our dependency on countries like
many rode bikes or walked to get to Saudi Arabia and Syria could also hurt
where they needed to go.
us in the future.
Oil prices began their rise in the
There has been a political debate for
spring of 2008 when worldwide decades over whether or not we should
demand hit new highs, mostly because drill for more oil in the United States. In
of China’s developing economy and 1998, former President, Bill Clinton
an increased number of drivers. Oil hit signed a ban on most offshore oil
a record $147.27 per barrel on July 11
drilling for 10 years. His reasoning then
Now the price of a barrel of oil has was the same that many politicians have
dropped to $106.
today—it will take approximately 10
The cutback in gas consumption has years before there are any results.
served to greatly reduce the price of
But just starting to drill for more oil
oil as well as increase the supply, in the U.S. would lower the price of
demonstrating the basic economic gasoline because we would expect
model of supply and demand.
increased future oil reserves. Sen.
The United States consumer has had a John McCain (Ariz.) wants to lift the
substantial effect on the price of a gallon ban on oil drilling and, Sen. Barack
of gasoline. In June, for example, Obama (Ill.) has shifted his stance as
demand for gas fell nearly three percent well, saying he could support some
according to a SpendingPulse survey, offshore drilling.
and Americans drove 4.7 percent less
In order to debate drilling domestical
than the year prior, according to the U.S. ly, one has to consider that 25 years ago,
Department of Transportation.
60 percent of U.S. petroleum was pro
Consumers have reacted to these high duced in the U.S., while today that num
er prices and changed their consumption ber is only 25 percent. Yet, environmen
patterns, thereby driving the prices down talists still do not want to drill, citing that
ward. When oil reached a price con oil spills and constant explosions are bad
sumers were not willing to pay, the price for the environment. Spills are indeed
per gallon had to fall. “If there is a thresh common in countries like Nigeria; how
old, it's around $3.20 a gallon,” according ever, the U.S.’s oil drilling facilities are
to Michael McNamara, vice president of the most technologically advanced in
SpendingPulse. And if prices return to the world. The refineries in the Gulf
that level, “it will be interesting to see if even withstood Hurricane Katrina with
the changes people made over the last six out a major spill.
Instead of drilling for the majority of
months stick or if they abandon them.”
Oil prices, however, are controlled our oil here at home we are spending
by more than just supply and demand. about $700 billion on foreign oil each

T

year. Even if drilling domestically only
dropped the price of oil slightly, drilling
would create jobs and allow American
workers to invest back into our econo
my. This is a great alternative to buying
from hostile countries in the Middle
East and elsewhere.

Internet advertisements advocating
his “Pickens Plan.”
While these plans could also assist
the U.S. in reducing its oil addiction,
oil is not only used for energy; it is
also used to make plastics, fertilizer,
ink, synthetic rubber, candle wax,

There have been movements seek
ing alternative energy sources as well.
The development of com ethanol,
once promising, has unfortunately
contributed to tne rise of food prices
worldwide. Another plan supported
by T. Boone Pickens involves expand
ing wind power for electricity and nat
ural gas to power cars. He has spent
$75 million on television, radio, and

makeup, polyester, and soapless
cleaners. Our need for oil reaches far
beyond its use for energy.
No matter what happens in the
coming years, it is clear that the U.S.
needs an updated energy policy that
relies less on the outdated views of the
past and comes to grips with a prob
lem that has profound implications for
our future economic development.

AL.BANYINSANITY.NET
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in Review

‘Cremated’ Father
Reunited with His Family
after Eight Years
by Lorraine
World

by

Mary Kate Nevin
World Editor

’09

Local
Rhode Island Primary Elections Held
An apparent upset marked Rhode
Island’s primary elections, held on
Tuesday, Sept. 9.
Unofficial returns Tuesday night
showed newcomer Michael Pinga
leading Stephen Alves (D), chairman
of the Rhode Island Senate Finance
Committee, by a mere 17 votes.
According to Rhode Island’s
Eyewitness News, a recount is sched
uled for Monday, Sept. 15, at the
Rhode Island Board of Elections.
Also notable was U.S. Senator Jack
Reed’s (D) primary victory, beating a
longshot challenger by 87 percent of
the vote.
If re-elected in November, Reed
says he wants to work to restore a flag
ging economy and resolve the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan.

National

U.S. Rescues Mortgage Giants
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
The Bush administration took over the
troubled housing finance companies
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac on Sunday,
Sept. 7, after concluding the companies
don’t have enough capital to continue to
fund home mortgages.
The move was met with optimism
across the markets; on Monday, Sept. 8,
U.S. mortgage rates fell and stock prices
rallied around the world.
“The Treasury’s announcement that
it will place the government sponsored
enterprises into conservatorship and
purchase agency mortgage-backed
securities is a very positive step for the
housing market and the broader econ
omy,” said Jan Hatzius, economist at
Goldman Sachs, to Reuters.

International

Rumors Abound on Health of
North Korea s Leader
The celebration of North Korea’s
60th anniversary was a triumphant dis
play of military might, showcasing the
argest number of troops and military
hardware ever displayed, according to
South Korean news agency Yonhap.
Yet there was one conspicuous
absence: The communist country’s
66-year-old leader, Kim Jong II.
His failure to attend the parade trig
gered a wave of speculation, and sev
eral analysts thought him to be inca
pacitated or even dead.
The conclusion reached by South
Korea’s intelligence service on
Wednesday, Sept. 10, was that Kim
had suffered a stroke but was still
capable of running the country.
The rumors raised an important
point, however: Is the world prepared
for what will ultimately follow Kim’s
rule? No clear succession plan is in
place and the potential instability for
the region and the world could be dis
astrous, as North Korea is thought to
possess nuclear weapons.
Victor Cha, a former North Korea
adviser to President Bush, cautioned
that a “quiet discussion among con
cerned governments about how to
deal with potential North Korean
instability” was needed “before the
next rumor turns out to be true,”
according to the BBC.

Technology
Scientists Launch
‘Big Bang ’ Experiment
International scientists celebrated the
successful start of a huge particle-smash
ing machine on Wednesday Sept. 10, at
the European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN).
The machine aims to simulate the
conditions of the “Big Bang,” a theory
of the creation the universe.
Scientists hope to use the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), the biggest
and most complex machine ever made,
in experiments that could revamp
modem physics and unlock secrets
about the universe and its origins.
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him in a care home where he stayed for the next eight
years. Three years after he went missing, John Delaney’s
family held a funeral for him and cremated his presumed
Europe: United Kingdom
body, which was an unidentified decomposed body
found in the grounds of Manchester Royal Infirmary.
On evening in April 2008, John Delaney’s 42-yearave you ever forgotten the combination to your
room or a friend’s name? Or how about the spelling of a old son, John Renenan, saw him on a daytime televi
sion show rerun featuring missing people. The father
simple word or your home phone number? Eight years ago,
a confused John Delaney could not remember where he was and son were united after DNA tests confirmed a
match. “I was in shock. We thought we had cremated
from, who his family was, or even his name.
Reported missing for 10 days, he was later found with severe my dad. But 1 knew it was him,” claimed Renehan.
Today, John Delaney is living with his family and
head injuries and amnesia, leaving police at a dead end with no
police have updated systems so that mistakes like these
choice but to give him the new name of David Harrison.
The police handed him over to social services, which put will not happen again.

H

The Election 2008 Updater
Your source for the latest news from the Democratic and Republican parties
by

Brett Corrigan

’09, Asst. World Editor

After accepting the nomination, Obama
months remaining until the 2008 went on to argue that his rival, Sen. John
Presidential Election, both parties have
McCain (Ariz.), had voted in line with the
now completed their conventions and track record of George Bush more than 90
chosen their running mates, leading to a percent of the time. He promised a swift
whirlwind of news coverage.
change from the politics of old, including
On August 23, leading up to what a plan that would cut taxes for 95 percent
would be the second most-watched con of all working families.
vention in history, Sen. Barack Obama
(Ill.) announced his pick for vice presi
"-----------------------------------------dent would be Delaware senator and for
mer 2008 presidential hopeful, Joseph
Biden. He beat out former rival, Sen.
Hillary Clinton (N.Y.), for the coveted
Democratic ticket.
Biden, 65, is a graduate of the
University of Delaware and attended
law school at Syracuse University. He
began his life in politics at age 29 when
he launched a campaign against a senior
Republican senator, J. Caleb Boggs,
scoring an unlikely win and has never
looked back.
After losing his first wife, Neila,
and their one-year-old daughter,
Naomi, in a car accident, he remarried
five years later to Jill Jacobs and now
Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.) at
has three children.
the Democratic National
Biden has a history of being out
Convention
"
spoken about the Bush administra
"
tion’s handling of the war in Iraq. He
spearheaded a congressional effort to
Obama argued it is time to “stop
end genocide in Darfur. He also led
efforts to bring more countries into giving tax breaks to corporations
the Chemical Weapons Treaty, that ship jobs overseas” and to “start
including Poland, Hungary, and the giving them to companies that create
good jobs right here in America.”
Czech Republic.
Obama promised that as president
One of Biden’s defining issues as
senator was the drive to make college he will end our dependence on oil
more affordable by using tax codes to from the Middle East in 10 years and
reduce costs.
provide affordable, accessible health
care for every American equal to the
“kind of coverage that members of
Congress give themselves.”
The
Republican
National
Convention, which featured John
McCain’s acceptance of his party’s
presidential nomination, began with
interruptions by the news of a messy
hurricane situation in the Gulf of
Mexico. It still managed to shatter
records by becoming the most watched
convention on television in history with
38.9 million viewers.
Much of McCain’s fire came from
the announcement of his running
mate, Alaskan Governor Sarah Palin, a
surprise name that shook up the ticket
ana left many viewers tuning in to get
a glimpse of the V.P. selection.
The 44-year-old governor has
Sens. Joe Biden and Barack Obama share
already
faced controversy, but is no
the stage following Biden’s speech at the
stranger to making history as a woman
Democratic National Convention.
in politics. In 2006, Palin took office
Biden was one of many speak as Alaska’s first woman governor.
As governor, Palin invested $5 bil
ers—including Hillary and Bill
Clinton, Michelle Obama, and Sen. lion in state savings to overhaul and
Ted Kennedy (Mass.)—to speak improve education-funding programs.
before Sen. Barack Obama accepted She has also worked for senior bene
the nomination of the Democratic fits and chaired an Interstate Oil and
Party on August 28. Obama’s speech Gas Compact Commission, which
drew 38 million television viewers, promotes the conservation and recov
nearly 11 million more viewers than ery of domestic oil and natural gas in
President Bush’s convention speech an effort to strengthen energy inde
pendence and reduce dependence on
in 2004.
Obama was also quick to dissociate foreign oil.
Before serving as governor, Palin
from the politics and policies of the
Bush administration, remarking, served two terms on the Wasilla City
“Americans, we are better than these Council and two terms as mayor of the
last eight years. We are a better coun city. She successfully reduced month
ly income tax levels and is a lifetime
try than this.”
ITH THE COUNTDOWN SET AT TWO

W

Americans, we
are better than
these last eight
years. We are a
better country
than this.

member of the National Rifle
Association.
Palin immediately began to face
criticism for her lack of national and
foreign policy experience, an issue
which she addressed during her
speech at the convention, while rem
arking on the experience of John
McCain in this area.
McCain’s speech, which took place
on September 3, began with his
acceptance of the nomination and
subsequently shifted to a statement in
which he addressed his gratitude
toward President George W. Bush
“for leading us in those dark days fol
lowing the worst attack on American
soil in our history.”
He also acknowledged Sen. Obama
and his supporters by saying; “you have
my respect and admiration. Despite our
differences, much more unites us than
divides us.”
"----------------------------------------

Let me offer
an advanced
warning to the
old, big spending,
do-nothing,
me first,
country second
Washington
crowd: Change
is coming.
Sen. John McCain (Ariz.)
at the Republican National
Convention

__________________ "
McCain then went on to delineate
what separates him from these two
politicians. In a tough statement to the
politicians currently holding office, he
said: “Let me offer an advanced warn
ing to the old, big spending, do nothing,
me first, country second Washington
crowd: Change is coming.”
According to McCain, this change
can be seen not only in his plans for
new policies within his platform, but
also in a vice president with executive
experience who has not been entangled
in the breeding of Washington politics.
McCain also noted his fight to delib
erate and find the right strategy for
success in Iraq, even when it meant the
call for more troops, noting, “I’d rather
lose an election than see my country
lose a war.”
He promised to keep taxes low and
make any possible cuts, to open new
markets to domestic goods and services,
to cut government spending, and to
increase the ease of finding decent health
insurance for the American people.
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Life at PC: New Alcohol Policy Misses the Mark
Ben Perry ’10 agrees that there is an “alcohol problem; ” he does not agree on the college s solution
What You
Should Know
by Ben Perry ’10
Commentary Staff

CAMPUS
by Michael Pettinari ’09
Commentary Staff

CAMPUS

Welcome back, everyone. To all you
new freshmen: Welcome to the best 5
years of your life. I hope you enjoyed
Freshman Orientation. You just met 50
people you will never see again. Maybe
you will keep in contact with a couple of
them. But mostly you will find that you
put your orientation roommate’s phone
number in your phone for no reason
whatsoever. The first 20 or so people
you meet will give you the creeps, and
the Newport trip—forget about it.
Absolutely worthless.
I have taken it upon myself to come up
with a list of a couple things (we’ll call
them guidelines) for you to live by during
your freshman year at Providence College,
First: Congratulations on making it to
your first seven consecutive classes of Civ.
That will probably never happen again.
If you find a box of cookies that were
baked by your roommate’s grandmother,
do not eat them. A) You do not have any
idea where they came from. And B)
Your roommate’s family could be crazy
hippies, and you might get more than
M&Ms in every bite. Trust me, I’ve seen
it happen.
Guys: That “cool” guy down the hall
right now playing Guster on the electric
guitar with his speakers aimed out to the
quad, is a total loser. You don’t think so
right now, but trust me, he is.
Girls: That “cool” guy playing Guster
on the electric guitar with his speakers
aimed out to the quad as you’re reading
this, is a total loser. You might think he’s
hot as he strums, but trust me, he’s not.
Enjoy that new Louie’s you guys
have. Back in my day, we didn’t even
have a ceiling. No seriously, this one
night they did not even have electricity
so they ran orange extension cords
through the ceiling and down to green
and white Christmas lights strung
around the bar. And even though there
was no music, we sang Journey and
danced on our roommates’ shoulders
like there was no tomorrow.
You will learn that you get along with
some teachers and that you do not get
along with others. Take as many classes
as you can with the teachers you do not
like now. That way you will have a real
ly good last few years.
Save all of your bottle caps and soda
tabs. You do not know why now, but you
will find some use for them in the future.
Your freshman year roommates will
forever be your best friends. Until
Columbus Day. The roommate you think
is a jerk is a jerk, but you will live with
him your entire four years here at
Providence College nonetheless.
You will gain weight. But that happens
to everyone. And if you think you can
actually hear yourself getting fatter, you
can. It sounds like, “Hello, Golden Crust.”
Forget about trying to get into a sci
ence class. Actually, forget completely
about registration until you HAVE to
worry about it. This mentality can be
used for a number of other things, includ
ing the following: Homework, laundry,
bathing, finals, girlfriends/boyfriends,
the holes in your walls, and that time you
“sleepily” urinated on your roommate’s
laptop. But for real, that happened, and
you should probably tell him now.
WELCOME/Page 14

It’s new, it’s controversial, and everyone
has something to say about it. No, it’s not the
lack of stairs next to McVinney, it is the new
alcohol policy. Everyone knows that there is
a strong presence of alcohol here at
Providence College; there is no one that can
truthfully deny it. This presence is strong
enough that the administration has taken to
referring to it as “the alcohol problem on
campus.” Of course, this is not precise and
fails to specify what precisely the problem
with the alcohol on campus is. The problem
is not students of legal drinking age enjoying
an alcoholic beverage or two, but rather stu
dents (especially those who are underage)
engaging in binge drinking or drinking just to
get drunk. Of course, because those students
of legal drinking age are obviously role mod
els to the younger students, it becomes neces
sary for the college to restrict their drinking.
One of the biggest surprises in the new
policy is the fact that no hard alcohol of any
kind is allowed on campus, whether the stu
dent is of legal age or not. Because hard
alcohol is stronger than other drinks, the
idea is to remove this expedient method of
binge drinking with the purpose of making
it so it is not worth the effort to get drunk.
Now, we should really be thanking the
administration; they could have jumped
straight to making Providence College a dry
campus! That’s the spin they have put on it
at least, but let’s face it: That is essentially
what they have done; they have just done a
poor job of it. Providence College is now
what we can refer to as a “slightly moist
campus.” Outlawing hard alcohol only
ensures that those students of legal drinking
age who wish to indulge in such beverages

have to do so sneakily as if they were fresh
men again, which is hardly a safe or
healthy environment for responsible
drinking choices. If they do not
want to deal with that, well, it
is convenient that they have
their car on campus so they
can just drive to a bar and
legally buy some. There is
nothing wrong with that,
as far as Providence
College is concerned . . .
except then they have to
drive home. Well we do not
want that, so let’s still sell
hard alcohol at McPhail’s. I
salute you, Providence College
administration; you have formulated
the perfect way to capitalize on your stu
dents’ “alcohol problem.” There’s no prob
lem if the money from the alcohol goes to
the college!
Also, apparently there is no problem if
the amount of alcohol is limited to six beers
and only one bottle of wine. After all, with
this sort of limit it’s impossible to get drunk.
No, actually all this ensures is that students
will start drinking earlier and take a drunk
en trip to the liquor store, or once again
sneak around. However, a limit to the alco
hol makes some sense and ensures that the
student is not planning on hosting a party in
the dorm room. What is a problem is where
the student is allowed to partake of these
beverages. A student of legal drinking age
cannot drink in the common room if some
one under 21 is present, but they are
allowed to drink in their individual room.
Okay, pause. “You may not drink as a social
activity. Students may only practice private
alcoholism in the solitude of their lonely
rooms.” That’s a really healthy habit to get
into; I am sure in the future this sort of
behavior will really start to pay off.
The college is doing its best to install rules

for the safety of its students, but the rules they
have put in place to protect
underage students from
drinking are endanger
ing those who can
legally drink. It
does not make
sense to put rules
in place restrict
ing those who
can legally drink
when the prob
lem with alcohol
on campus is that
people who cannot
legally drink are doing
so in extreme excess.
Binge drinking is not a good
decision for a legal-aged student to
make, but the college should allow those stu
dents to make their own choices; the college
has no legal liability for their choice to drink.
The real focus of any new alcohol policies on
campus should be restrictions on underage
drinking and cracking down on students who
are obviously drunk and vomiting all over our
newly restored walkways and grass. It would
be a good thing for the school to work close
ly with the city of Providence to try and make
it more difficult for underage students to have
access to alcohol. Maybe there wouldn’t be
such an alcohol problem on campus if every
bar in Providence didn’t let anyone in with a
fake ID made out of computer paper and
Sharpie. The students on campus who are
legally able to drink are not the source of the
“alcohol problem.” All colleges have students
who want to drink excessively; the only rea
son Providence College is having a “prob
lem” is because the administration fails to
recognize that the problem isn’t that legalaged students are drinking but rather that
underage students are drinking excessively,
and the college lacks an effective way to deal
with that.

Liberal Media Attacks Thomas and Palin
Mark Scirocco ’10
Commentary Staff

by

POLITICS
For years, conservatives have been
branded by liberals and their henchmen
in the mainstream media as racists, sex
ists, and bigots.
In several notable cases, however,
those on the left have waged character
assassinations on conservative women
and minorities. What liberals continue to
make clear is that causes like the
advancement of people of color and
women in the American workplace are
not to be tolerated when those minorities
or women do not share liberal ideology.
Take for instance the brutal attacks on
Associate Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas, an African American,
and the recent GOP vice presidential
nominee, Alaskan Governor Sarah
Palin, a woman.
When Clarence Thomas was nominated
to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1991 by
then-President George H.W. Bush, he
would have been only the second African
American to serve on the nation s highest
court. A product of an impoverished
upbringing, Thomas was raised by his
grandparents in Savannah, Georgia.
At the time of his nomination,
Thomas’ resume was impressive to say
the least. After attending College of the
Holy Cross and Yale University for Law
School, he worked for the Missouri
Attorney General’s Office, served as the
Assistant Secretary of Education, ran
the Equal Employment Opportunity

became so desperate to destroy him and
his reputation that they fabricated a tale
of his sexual harassment of a former
female employee. When the charges
were proved false and baseless, Thomas
was confirmed to the Supreme Court. At
the end of the hearings, in a dramatic
speech which he made against his
attackers, Thomas described the pro
ceedings as nothing more than a “hightech lynching.”
Now take the case of the recent
Republican vice presidential nominee,
Alaskan Governor Sarah Palin. With her
VP nomination, only the second in his
tory for a woman and the first since
1984, Palin has the potential to become
America’s first female president.
Palin’s story is one of any model “femi
nist:” A mother of five children who
refused to stay at home and became a phe
nomenal success in the workplace. From
her work in Alaska, Palin has become the
most popular governor in America with an
approval rating of 80 percent.
Nevertheless, the attacks have poured
in from the left. Washington Post
reporter Sally Quinn said that as a moth
er of five children, Palin ought to
“rethink her priorities.” All of a sudden,
Thus, in refusing to believe the myth feminists in the Democratic Party are
that America was at the heart of his trou concerned with mothers staying home!
bles, Thomas made his way to Washington When the news broke that Palin’s 17
to be questioned by the Senate and earn a year-old daughter was five months preg
nant, the media went into a feeding fren
spot on the Supreme Court.
Instead of accepting the example of zy on Palin’s family. The cover of Us
Thomas’ life as one of hope and inspira Weekly featured a picture of Palin with
tion for African Americans, the the title “Babies, Lies and a Scandal.”
Democrats in the Senate attacked him The New York Times ran several cover
and demeaned his character. Thomas stories on the issue. PBS commentator
faced days of malicious and brutal ques
tions on the Senate floor. The left
MEDIA/Page 14

Commission, and sat for a year on the
DC Circuit Court of Appeals.
Throughout his life’s pursuits, as
Thomas has recounted in his autobiogra
phy My Grandfather’s Son, he often
encountered racism and was forced to
deal with the hardships it brought.
What separated Thomas from his fel
low African Americans at the time was
his reliance not upon government, but
on the uniqueness of his own individual
ity. Thomas has written that his grandfa
ther taught him as a boy and reminded
him as a man that America, despite the
difficulties it often posed to him, is the
greatest country in the world.
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Tangents and Tirades
You win some, you lose some ... 1 recently turned 21. To be honest, I did not care about
drinking. Sure, I went out and celebrated at The Abbey and then back at our house, but drink
ing was not at the top of my list of things I was most excited about. What was I excited about?
Gambling. There are so many hopes and dreams of winning it big. I’ve even been told I look
like that swingin’ dude from 21. So I’ve got the hope part down. I’ve got the look down. I know
my way around a casino. I could get you from a dice table to a penny slot machine faster than
anyone I know. The only thing I needed now was to win. But I didn’t have that part down. In
fact, I lost. Take it with a grain of salt. I suppose that is the best advice anyone can give. But
you know it feels better to win than it does to lose. Especially when you’re playing with real
money.—Mike Pettinari ’09

Calling all heroes. I think the world is in desperate need of heroes. Maybe not super
heroes because those aren’t real, and maybe not Batman-type heroes even though it is
scientifically plausible and just plain awesome, but maybe just your average run-of-the
mill-everyday-boring-old heroes. You know, the person who stops and smiles just to say
“hello” when you’re having a bad day, or the Boy Scout who helps the elderly lady carry
her groceries across the street. These little decencies are starting to fade and disappear
from our society as everyone walks along on their cell phones or with their iPod playing,
blocking the world out. A little interconnectedness would go a long way, and anyone who
takes that extra step is a hero.—Ben Perry ’10

McCain’s misstep. I think John McCain’s decision to make Sarah Palin his Vice
Presidential running mate was the worst move he could have made. Granted, my very con
servative brother called to wake me up and gloat when he heard the announcement; he
thought the decision was amazing—the end of the line for Obama and Biden. But I don’t
agree. What were McCain’s motives? Perhaps he chose a woman to sway discontented
Hillary Clinton supporters and some independents, but in doing so he lost those who are not
ready to see a woman become President or Vice President. His assumption that women will
vote because Palin is on his ticket severely undercuts women by assuming they vote on gen
der rather than issues and platforms. Palin is the Governor of Alaska, population 683,000
(making it the equivalent of the 17th most populated city in America). The Republican
party’s biggest argument against Obama—his inexperience—is reflected in Palin’s mere 18
months in office. And everyone knows that if McCain were elected, he would be the oldest
elected president in the history of the United States. Heaven forbid something happened to
him and he was no longer able to lead—would the country be ready for a president with no
foreign experience and who, about a month ago, looked into a camera and asked, “What is it
exactly that the VP does every day?”—Jackie Kramer ’10

High Fives & Nose Dives
Editor s Note: This year we will bring back a feature called High Fives and Nose Dives.
High Fives are fun, exciting, interesting, andjust plain good things that have happened
or are happening on campus and around town. Nose Dives are those things that we just
can’t stop complaining about. Feel free to write to the editor with fun or interesting
ideas for High Fives and Nose Dives to share with the campus!

High Fives: New Pathway in front ofPhillips Memorial Library The ’06 Senior Class Gift
was finally completed this summer and we here at The Cowl think it is a beautiful addition
to campus.

New Technology on Campus From a completely wireless campus to new HD cameras for the
video department to new Macs in the education department, these new gadgets rock.
The Big Roast BOP is bringing back the Big Roast, so make sure you’re free tomor
row from 4:30-9:30 p.m.

Nose Dives: New Alcohol Policy Not only are students outraged that they were not consulted
about the new policy last year, but they are angry that they received no notification of the
changes over the summer. The policies mostly affect 21 year-olds who are legally allowed to
drink anyway.
Tom Brady’s Injury Our favorite QB is out for the season with a knee injury.
Hopefully Matt Cassel will step up just as Brady did in 2001 after Patriots QB Drew
Bledsoe was injured.

The Incomplete Renovations in Phillips Memorial Library Because the most popular
study place on campus wasn’t crowded enough, now we have the sweet sound of con
struction as well.
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Canada’s HRCs Are Doing
More Harm Than Good
by Andrew Sparks ’09
Commentary Staff

Can you name a country where freedom of
speech, conscience, and religion are being
eaten away by militant, politically appointed
courts? No, I’m not referring to China, Iran,
or even the world in
INTERNATIONAL George Orwell’s
1984: Canada is the
country in question,
and every day the rights of expression and
conscience are being taken away from
Canadian citizens and organizations by
Human Rights Commissions (HRCs).
As Douglass Farrow states in his article
in First Things magazine, these commis
sions were first formed in the ’60s and ’70s
with the intention of stopping discrimina
tion “on a practical level,” yet recently
HRCs are increasingly overstepping their
original bounds. It has come to the point
now where Alan Borovoy, one of the origi
nal creators of the HRCs, is appalled at the
contemporary HRCs’ attempts to “muzzle
the expression of opinion” instead of focus
ing on issues like housing and employment
that they were meant to deal with. The rea
son for the contemporary abuses of the
HRC is Section 13 of the Human Rights
Act, which prohibits any comments which
“are ‘likely’ to expose someone or some
group to contempt or hatred.”
Because the judges of the HRCs are polit
ical appointees, none of the commission
judges have the judicial independence or
training of regular court judges. This gaping
flaw in the system opens up the commissions
to dangerously subjective judgments con
cerning what is offensive or hateful regard
less of the political makeup of these courts.
Moreover, the guidelines for evidence
brought up in HRC cases are incredibly
ambiguous. For example, stilted comments
“posted by strangers to websites in foreign
jurisdictions” have been accepted as valid
“evidence” in several cases.
One instance of this dangerous subjectivi
ty is the case of Stephen Boissoin, a
Protestant pastor, who wrote a letter to his
local newspaper. Boissoin did not write

against specific homosexuals or homosexu
ality in general, but merely decried “the
aggressive propagation of homo- and bisex
uality” on the political level. Even though
this was a mere political statement, as
opposed to ethnic or racial, etc., a heterosex
ual activist by the name of Darren Lund
lodged complaints against Boissoin before
an HRC. As with all cases, Boissoin was pre
sumed guilty and needed to prove his inno
cence by furnishing his own legal fees often
costing tens of thousands of dollars. The
commission found Boissoin guilty, demand
ing that he cease voicing his political position
concerning homosexuality and that he pay
Lund $5,000 for “his personal sacrifice in
lodging the complaint.”
Cases such as Boissoin’s prompt the ques
tion: How is it that basic rights of expression
and conscience can be so blatantly trampled
on? The answer lies in the fact that tolerance
is increasingly exalted as the highest virtue (a
view long held in Europe and increasingly in
the United States). Tolerance is now being
preserved at the expense of basic human
rights and freedoms. When asked under oath
how much he valued freedom of speech.
Dean Stacey, a Canadian Human Rights
Commission investigator claimed, “freedom
of speech is an American concept, so I don’t
give it any value.”
Thankfully, as the National Catholic
Register reports, some members of the
Canadian Parliament have been rallying
against the abused Section 13 of the Human
Rights Act. Chief among these is Keith
Martin, a member of Canada’s Liberal Party,
a visible East Indian minority and long time
crusader against discrimination. “Freedom of
speech is a human right,” Martin said. “As a
citizen of a free country, I am deeply con
cerned and disturbed by the fact that tire bar
of freedom of speech has been moved, quite
significantly, in a way that is a serious viola
tion in a serious democracy.” Hopefully with
watchful citizens and lawmakers worldwide,
the key balance between tolerance and basic
human freedoms that typify modem democ
racies will be preserved. This balance, how
ever, depends on the very knowledge and
exercise of personal expression that only we
as private citizens have.

Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and let
ters to the editor from all members of the
Providence College community, as well as outside
contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name,
signature, a phone number, and an e-mail address
where he or she can be reached. Articles will be
printed as space permits. Anyone whose letter is
given consideration for publication will be con
tacted by the Commentary editor to verify the
author and confirm the authenticity of the piece.
Letters should be no more than 250 words in
length. Guest commentaries should be limited to
700 words in length, and only one will be pub
lished per week. The Cowl editorial board and its
administrative supervisors reserve the right to edit
articles for space and clarity. If there is a portion
you specifically wish to remain unchanged, howev
er, please inform the editor-in-chief. Letters to the

editor are the opinions of the writer only and do
not reflect the viewpoint of The Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed
to The Cowl office no later than 5:00 p.m. on the
Monday before publication. Mail submissions to
549 River Avenue, Providence, R.I. 02918, Slavin
Rm. G05; fax to 401-865-1202; submit online at
www.thecowl.com; e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu; or hand deliver to The Cowl Office in
Slavin G05. Call 401-865-2214 with any questions.

Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per year by

mail. Student subscription is included in tuition
fee. Correspondence can be mailed directly to:

The Cowl, 549 River Avenue, Providence,
R.I. 02918, Slavin G05.
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Saint Dominic’s Stars are Just Out of Reach Here
This summer I was walking through
an Italian themed store in Connecticutjust to see what they had to offer—when
I discovered something very interesting.
In between the cookbooks entitled
Mangia, Mangia, Mangia! and the semi
racist t-shirts saying “Let’s-a Eat-a
Pizza”, they had little figurines of
Catholic saints. I only mention this
because I saw one of Saint Dominic that
had an inscription saying he is the patron
saint of astronomers. For some reason
that sparked my interest and made me
wonder if it was the same Dominic that
founded the Order of Preachers. When I
got home I went straight to my trusty
bastion of information: Wikipedia (obvi
ously) and sure enough I discovered that
they were one and the same.
Now I am not an especially religious
person, but the reason I found this so
interesting is because Providence
College is the only college that was

founded and is still run by the
Dominican Friars. That Dominican
identity has a heavy influence on every
thing about this school. The Friars them
selves are administrators and professors,
buildings go by the names of Guzman,
Aquinas, even St. Dominic, and the
motto of our school, Veritas, is very
much connected to the Dominican
Tradition. The mission of our college
even has a section stating “The College
actively cultivates intellectual, spiritual,
ethical, and aesthetic values within the
context of the Judaeo-Christian heritage.
These values are nurtured by the unique
tradition of the Dominican Order which
emphasizes quality teaching and schol
arship.” With all of this importance
placed on the Dominicans, I find it
weird that in my past two years attend
ing this school I had never heard that
Dominic was the patron saint of and that
the whole field of study he is supposed
to watch over—astronomy—is practi
cally ignored by PC.
Looking on Cyberfriar at this semes
ter one can see that there are only two
sections of one Astronomy class, taught
by the same professor on the same days.

This semester there is not even a
Meteorology class offered, of which
there is usually just one section.
Anyone who has tried to fulfill their
Natural Science Core knows that those
two sections of Astronomy, which usual
ly are capped at 25 students, are very
hard to get into and fill up almost
instantly with second-semester seniors.
Astronomy is one of the most popular
science classes offered here and impor
tant enough to the Catholic Church that
the founder of the Dominicans is also
the patron saint for that field. So why
are there not many classes of Astronomy
offered at this Dominican institution? In
fact, why is there not a separate major
specifically for Astronomy?
I suppose it could be possible that
when studying the stars and planets,
being able to see them would be helpful.
And with Providence College’s location
inside a city it may be more difficult to
see the stars. Perhaps this is the problem.
However, Harvard University not only
has a whole department devoted to
Astronomy, but also has a planetarium
that they share with the Smithsonian.
And they are located in a far bigger city

than Providence. So what’s the deal
Providence College?
I have heard a lot of stories about
Saint
Dominic
while
attending
Providence College and I can probably
take a guess at the reason why they
would choose Dominic to be the patron
saint of astronomers. If I am wrong,
however, I will get angry letters from
about 40 friars and some select theology
students so I am going to refrain from
conjecture. But obviously there must
have been an important reason to place
Dominic in charge of all astronomers.
It just seems very odd to me that a
school in which the Dominican identity
is so strong, and the only school run by
the Friars, would barely pay attention to
a field of study in which St. Dominic is
theologically a very important part. I
say we institute an AstronomyAstrophysics department and build a
planetarium on the top of Raymond
Hall. Alright, maybe not that far, but
how about a few more sections of the
class taught by more than one professor?
I do not think that is too much to ask. It
is time for Providence College to fully
live up to Dominican identity.

Serious Lack of Music
for the Next Four Years Appreciation on Campus

Welcome: Guidelines
continued from page 12:
If you enjoy a good game of softball,
the Providence College softball field,
located next to Suites Hall is a great way
to stay in shape and have some laughs
with the guys. Maybe you will start
yourselves an intramural team, and take
your team to the championships, only to
be beaten by a bunch of cheaters, you
heard me, cheaters, that have an illegal
bat and couldn’t share. I don’t care how
long it’s been, we’re still not over that.
Join some clubs, get involved. If you

like to write, join The Cowl. But join
Commentary. That way, you not only get
to work with me, but you also avoid
joining the A&E Staff ail together.
There are tons of others, but I’m run
ning out of words. I do want to say one
thing in all seriousness. Enjoy these
years while you have them. Because one
night you’ll be sitting with your friends
and you’ll all realize that you’re all four
years older. And the cliche, the best four
years of your life, isn’t a cliche at all.

Media: Conservative

Reputations Questioned
continued from page 12:
Mark Shields, among others, questioned
Palin’s placing her own “ambition” to be
vice president over her daughter’s priva
cy. It soon became clear that the ques
tions and attacks being leveled on Palin
were motivated by the threat that she
presents to Democrats.
Over 40 million Americans tuned into
Sarah Palin’s speech at the Republican
National Convention last week. She has
injected life into the Republican Party, evi

denced by the fact that the Palin and
Republican presidential nominee John
McCain now lead the Democratic ticket,
Barack Obama and Joe Biden, in the polls.
The left will continue in its efforts to
destroy the careers of those minorities
and women who do not bow to the altar
of liberalism. Clarence Thomas and
Sarah Palin are the most blatant exam
ples of this intolerance.

I WANT YOU
TO BE A
COMMENTARY
WRITER
COME BY THE COWL
OFFICE IN SLAVIN G05
TO PICK UP YOUR
APPLICATION TODAY

What the school lacks is a fall concert,
mostly because there is no call for one. The
cost of arranging a large-scale show is
enormous, and often the difficulties with
CAMPUS
bands and payment leads to a long and
sometimes stressful time. It’s simply not
There is a serious lack of appreciation worth the hassle to put on two giant shows
for music on the Providence College a year because students don’t come.
It’s not only the large-scale shows that
campus. Pretty much everyone listens to
music, sure, but at the same time there is suffer; it’s the smaller sets at McPhail’s
a huge difference between listening to too. No one goes to McPhail’s to listen to
your iPod, Zune, or whatever ridiculous the bands. They go to McPhail’s to take
device you prefer and actually going to a advantage of the bar, or maybe for pop
live concert. There is absolutely nothing corn. When there’s a band playing, usual
like the experience of a live performance; ly the atmosphere is dead and the crowd
the musician and the fan interact and seems disinterested —perhaps even
their energy combines to create the per resentful—that there is a band instead of
fect atmosphere. It is not as if this sort of some good quality CD playing. This
interaction is impossible on campus, it atmosphere is detrimental to the perform
just seems that no one takes advantage of ance of the musicians and really shows
the concert opportunities available and the state to which the music scene has
because of this there are fewer and fewer fallen. No longer is seeing a band live the
primary way to enjoy music, but rather
concerts to see.
Just last Friday night there was a con ripped mp3s from CDs you never intend
cert in the Ryan Concert Hall featuring to buy. Half of the popular artists of the
the Brubeck brothers, the sons of the jazz day simply cannot perform the same song
legend Dave Brubeck (I’m sure you’ve live as it is on their album because it has
all heard “Take Five” whether you’re been layered so many times with effects
aware of it or not.) Sadly, there were very and programming until it is barely recog
few students present at the concert, most nizable as the same tune.
likely due to the fact that it was a Friday
It is this festering atmosphere that
night and everyone would rather be out at leads to a lack of appreciation for live
a party or some other waste-of-brain- music on the Providence College cam
cells activity. Now, the concert was a lit pus. When this appreciation dies, so do
tle on the long side, but the Brubeck the musicians who feed off it. It is impor
Brothers Quartet was a marvelously tal tant that Providence College begin host
ented group that left everyone in the ing more live music functions in an
crowd afterward with the same impres attempt to foster this sort of appreciation.
sion: Wow, they were really good.” The best place to start is for the College
Those who missed out on this experience to better advertise the events that go on
have done so forever; the same opportu every week on their own campus—the
nity will never repeat itself.
performances of the school’s very own
The Brubeck brothers played in the con musicians. There is little to no advertis
cert hall for free, but most bands simply ing for student performances or those of
cannot afford to do that, especially touring any ensemble in the music program here
acts. If the band has to be paid, then it’s at Providence College. Perhaps if stu
necessary that people come to the show so dents go to see their friends perform live,
that there can be some income with which they’ll be more likely to go see another
to pay the musicians. Because Providence band perform as well. All it takes is a lit
College students seem to be preoccupied tle more communication. Maybe then
with other things, the need for a concert is this campus will begin to foster the sort
not so clear. Each year our school has a of appreciation for live music that the
spring concert, which is usually a success. students and musicians deserve to have.
by Ben Perry ’10
Commentary Staff
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Entertainment

The Dark Knight
It’s funny that the second-highest-grossing movie
of all time (right after that movie which intro
duced millions of second-graders to Kate
Winslet’s breasts for the first time but not
the last) is one that ends with things
far worse off than when they started. Maybe that disregard for
the norm is what made
Christopher Nolan’s
The Dark Knight a full-fledged phenomenon. The film took
the usually stylized, fun comic book movie and turned it
into a dark, sickening portrait of anarchy. It took heroes
and turned them into villains. It took motive, and made
it non-existent. It took a lot of things, and it blew most
of those things up. Heath Ledger gave the performance of his life, but then Heath
Ledger died. This unusual storm of circumstances made the movie work in ways that
few ever have and the entire world showed up for it. Don’t worry if you haven’t seen
it yet, though - you’re not the only one. I’m guessing your imaginary friend probably
hasn’t either.

Pineapple Express
Pineapple Express was essentially two movies in one. There was the “Pineapple,” if
you will, which was basically an attempt to dethrone Cheech and Chong for most joints
shlogged in a single movie. And then there was the Express, which was pretty much
just the Three Stooges with machine guns. It was a bumbling romp, and whatever any
of that was supposed to equate to, James Franco and Seth Rogan worked great togeth
er, especially when they were high. We also got to see Daryl from The Office get run
over by a car. With Judd Apatow at the helm of production, the movie predictably ran
a bit too long, but it was another solid addition to the Ap-man and friends repertoire as
they are rapidly becoming some of the most influential movie minds of our generation.
Wanted
At first Wanted seemed like a pretty cool movie, a bit like The Matrix on speed (even
though listening to James McAvoy screaming might as well be the equivalent to eter
nal damnation). It had bending bullets, an adrenalized soundtrack, fancy cinematogra
phy, and Angelina Jolie. But about halfway through, everything fell apart in a fruitless
attempt to force some sort of hybrid, post-Signs M. Night Shyamalan double twist
which essentially just negated the entire film. The only consistency Wanted maintained
was that at the end of it, everyone was asking themselves what the hell the point of any
of it was. Oh, and there was this magical Loom of fate which told these grumbly-looking minimum wage assembly line Fraternity goons who they had to assassinate, which
just degraded ever character’s motive to: “Well... the Loom told me to.”
By John Vaghi ’10

MUSIC

Death Cab for Cutie: Narrow Stairs
(released May 13th 2008)
Recognized as one of the best
CDs of the year before it was
even released, Death Cab’s
sixth album did not disap
point in any way. It’s amaz
ing how their songs are
still staying perfect since
their “Transatlanticism”
release in 2003. Songs like “Cath...” (which will be
their next single after “1 Will Possess Your Heart”) and
“Grapevine Fires” will make you feel so lonely inside yet
make you smile at how excellent the tunes are. “Narrow
Stairs” quickly climbed my favorites list, and the beautifully arranged songs will
be played over and over until their next album.
Grade: A

Conor Oberst: Conor Oberst (released August 5th 2008)
Conor Oberst’s first solo album in thirteen years is a great addition to any Bright
Eyes fan’s collection. The CD is almost like an extended version of the song
“Another Travelin’ Song” from his band’s I’m Wide Awake It's Morning release.
Songs like “Moab” and “NYC-Gone, Gone” speak highly about the road and leaving
the city to go to Mexico (not coincidentally where he recorded this album). Songs
like “Get-Well-Cards” and “Souled Out!! 1” have a hint of Bob Dylan in them, in lyri
cal content and even where he practically mimics Dylan’s voice.
Grade: B+
By Nahuel Fanjul ’ll

CELEBRITY
Who seemed to take over the world this summer? That would be those Disneyapproved Jonas Brothers. They became unavoidable, not only plastered on the cov
ers of every tween magazine but also completely infiltrating Facebook bumper stick
ers. You know what I’m talking about. As the Hansons of the Hannah Montana gen
eration, the Jo Bros were “Bumin’ Up” the Billboard charts, the Disney ratings, and
all of my 13-year-old sister’s friends’ hearts.
Some baby news: Brangelina finally gave birth to twins in July, notching the JoliePitt kid count up to six. The first official pictures of babies Vivienne Marcheline and
Knox Leon were sold for a cool $14 million. Seventeen-year-old Jamie Lynn Spears
also gave birth to Maddie Briann in June. And a little newsworthy update: Allegedly
Spears sent fellow pregnant 17-year-old Bristol Palin, as in Vice Presidential nomi
nee Sarah Palin’s daughter, a nice gift of pink burp cloths. Ah, the joys of teenage
motherhood and political scandal.

Coldplay: Viva La Vida or Death and All His Friends (released June 7th 2008)

Did Chris Martin finally run out of things to sing about? The first song hooked me
on the CD, but that was only because it is just instrumental. Songs like “Lost!” and
“42” have lyrics that make me upset that I was once a fan of this band. It’s almost as
if he got his four year-old daughter to write some of these songs. It’s undeniable. The
fourth CD from Coldplay was the biggest release of the summer, but there is still so
much this band can and should do with their music.
Grade: C-

Lindsay Lohan kissed a girl, and considering the fact that they are living together, I’m
willing to bet that she liked it. Lohan became involved with DJ/musician Samantha
Ronson towards the beginning of the year, and came out with the official news of
their romantic relationship over the summer. Along those lines, Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia De Rossi tied the knot in a small Beverly Hills ceremony in August.
By Alison DeNisco ’ll
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Staying Caffeinated in Providence

September 11.2008

Brought to you by Katie Caliva ’10

Caffeine is the stimulant of choice among college kids when it comes to pulling all-nighters, making it through Civ classes, and staying perky for all those
meetings we attend. But if you’re anything like me, taste and ambience are just as important when it comes to coffee and tea. So here are my top picks, in
no particular order, for places to feed your perfectly normal addiction.

#1 Ray Cafe: Green Mountain coffee may be awful, but if you’re going to be in Ray for breakfast or lunch anyways, you might as well fill up a travel
mug on your way out. Try mixing in a little bit of hot chocolate for some extra flavor and creaminess, or if you want some protein with your coffee
put in a splash or two of vanilla soy milk.
#2 Tealuxe: This is probably my favorite place on Thayer Street. With quotes about tea decorating the walls and quirky baristas working the bar,
Tealuxe is a great place to run away to on some Saturday afternoon. A word to the wise: If you snag a seat by one of the large windows, you'll prob
ably get too distracted by people watching to actually get any school work done (which is great if you're a creepy writer who likes to collect story
ideas this way). My personal favorite brew is the Lady Londonderry, with bits of real freeze-dried strawberries!
#3 LaSalle Bakery: With two locations walking distance from campus, one on Smith Street and one on Admiral, there is absolutely no excuse for
not visiting this bakery at least a few times a semester. The pastries are awesome, the coffee is reasonably priced, and the staff is fantastic. There
are plenty of tables for sitting down with a friend for a chat or getting a chunk of reading done.
#4 Blue State Coffee: I don’t care how Republican you are; at least one visit to Blue State Coffee is a must. A portion of what you pay for
your coffee will go to a charitable cause, which is chosen every month by a highly democratic process of putting a little wooden ship into a
big plastic bin. And if you happen to not be a coffee fan (why are you reading this?) the hot chocolate at Blue State is amazing.
#5 Brooklyn Coffee and Tea House: This fantastic gem of a coffee house is located down on Douglas Avenue, not very far away from
campus. The only problem is that it keeps very odd hours so it’s best to call ahead and make sure that it's open. If you're lucky enough
to make it there you’ll find great coffee and a great, cozy locale. Offbeat live musicians show up every once in awhile, which usually
| end up being pretty great shows.

#6 Starbucks: Okay, I lied when I said these were in no particular order. My hope was that The Cowl readership would stop
_____ after #5 (because six point lists are sort of awkward) and end up believing that there were no Starbucks franchises in the immediate area. But alas, that is not true. If you happen to like coffee that is over roasted to
the point of being burnt and soulless corporations that are putting a strain on local economies, then you
should know that there are a few Starbucks around. If you take the dear old 55 to Kennedy Plaza
and then cross over to the Biltmore, you'll find a cozy little Starbucks with cushioned window
seats and comfy chairs. The one up on Thayer is always bustling, but
there is a “Secret” Starbucks also in that general area. Finding
that will be a personal adventure for you, and maybe on the
way you’ll decide to give up and head over
to Tealuxe.
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JOHN MANGO ’10/The Cowl

John Mango ’10 Experiences Martha Groome’s Existential Art and Reflects
on the Nature of Beauty with one of Providence’s Own.
by John

Mango ’10

A&E Staff

A simple spin around campus unloads a
heavy case of pleasant sights on the
stroller. A tree among knit grass and bask
ing students. But there’s a droning lull, a
strange stagnation of
ART
blasting imagination.
FEATURE
As if our desire to
understand, to rip
apart the ground to see what’s beneath, is
left at the classrooms, or the speakeasies.
But caved beneath the fabled layers of
lower campus stands Hunt-Cavanaugh, a
placid building, familiar to the Art and
Graphic Design majors, faculty, and few
others. Art itself is an untasted meat
among the general student populace, and
so it’s easy to understand why the concep
tual, playful, daunting face of such an elu
sive subject as Art might be heavily
ignored. But it persists.
Among the philomaths attempting to
dredge its realities is Martha Groome,
Providence’s most recent (and currently
continuing) artist. Martha stands thin, a
gentle wisp of gray hair running along

eyes that are very much alive. She slowly
and subtly fills the room. The hum of her
paintings joins in. It’s hard not to be
affected by them as their immediate pres
ence is something other. An arrangement
of gray, blue, black, and white folds along
one another creating a presence. Some
might call them shapes and colors, hastily
of course, but upon further exploration
they stand to give more.
“They’re subversive, not hard-edged
geometry.” She explained that as she
paints she doesn’t hold a single notion,
picture, idea, or even feeling during the
process. “In a manner of speaking, to
know the world outside myself I must
leave myself behind when creating them.”
The simple, subtle yet familiar forms
are arranged in a way that they play off
each other. The hard black extends into
navy blue along a line that is forgotten
and has to be remembered, giving the feel
of a soft flow. If what we know is indeed
an amalgamation of labels which grow to
define our reality itself, this move to
reduce to a simpler state must be done
through the use of basic objects. If we are
to find the edges of existence and poke

them, to peel them back, then they stand
adjacent, nestled like tectonic plates in the
ridges of Martha’s work.
Despite her movements into meta
physics, Martha gives the sense of being
rooted, smiling as she tells me she forgot
when she decided she wanted to be an
artist, just remembering she always liked
to draw, and climb trees.
I suggested I might begin this feature
claiming: “to call Ms. Groome’s paintings
beautiful is to reduce them.” By this I
mean her work seems to move beyond
conventional beauty, a happy sunset, a
quick smile, a hot whiff of Life on Earth
Moving and Moving. They crawl, in and
soothe. But she quickly corrected me,
“No, please, to call them beautiful is a
great compliment, as that is what I’m
searching for like ‘beauty in truth.’ Yes.”
This is something we can all tap into.
As we have all attempted to digest Plato’s
Forms, the reflection in reality of some
thing beyond, a source, it’s hard not to
desire that lucid moment you feel, even
while steeped in complexity, you can find
a rhythm in it all. And it’s in this manner
that her Art moves. The simple shapes

and shades are a celebration of what is
other than us, what can’t be immediately
identified and so, what must be filled with
our own imagination.
Having lived in the Northeast her entire
life, most of her work resides here. She
grew up in New Hampshire and has lived
in Maine for the past thirty years.
However, she also sold her first painting
over the Internet despite having never
used a computer. “I suppose I should
hurry up and catch up.” Her seemingly
meek yet strangely challenging works
give the sense of having never been taint
ed by the frenzied connections, immediate
results, fast images, and invisible crashes
of our cyber-blood. Residing as they are,
ready to be named and enjoyed by those
who feel up to the task.
Martha will be on campus on Sept. 18
for a reception in Hunt-Cavanaugh,
which both students and faculty are
invited to join.
So come, feel, breathe, declare it noth
ing, or declare it all, they stand as objects
unmistakably dissimilar.

CW'S (award-winning) Picks:
The Best of Variety Sketch Comedy
Mr. Show. Though the sketches appeared to be all over the place with no discernible logic Bob Odenkirk and David Cross always
seemed to present an all-encompassing theme or moral, though it’s often strange and disturbing.
Wonder Showzen: If it is possible to find a show more disturbing than Mr. Show, Wonder Showzen would be it. Masquerading as chil
dren’s programing, this piece of variety television makes Paul Reubens’ little theatre scandal look tasteful, teaching children everywhere

that even puppets can be racist.
Tim and Eric Awesome Show, Great Job: Tim Heidecker, Eric Wareheim, and their strange friends coil all the mental illness they can
into only fifteen minutes of airtime on Adult Swim. Check out the Brule’s Rules segment on YouTube. John C. Reilly shines.
The State: Basically the entire cast of Wet Hot American Summer was a member of this cast back in the
’90s on the MTV. Members of this brilliant comedy show have gone on to do Stella, Reno: 911, and I

Love the ’80s.

Kids in the Hall: Saturday Night Live’s little Canadian brother went on to crack up audiences for more
than five years. Their strange method of comedy is both eloquent and absurd with long wordy mono
logues about the values of workers compensation and an infected toe. They all manage to look passable in
women’s clothing as well.
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Lupo’s Revs Up For Fall:
Providence’s Concerts to Come
Neil Andrew Francisco ’10
A&E Staff
In the midst of the warm July weather, I
came across the opportunity to see
Coldplay perform at the TD Banknorth
Garden in Boston. With two tickets, I
could have taken a friend or maybe even a
romantic interest. It was a great plan. The
problem with great plans, however, is that
they always get ruined by something. For
me, it was the fact that the show got
rescheduled three months before the origi
nal date. So, it would be a little complicat
ed, or even silly of me to drive from my
by

home in The Bronx to Boston for
Coldplay, especially with the price of gas.
I’m still bummed out about it, but all is
well in the world, because the city of
Providence is blessed to be able to have
venues for great music such as The Living
Room and Lupo’s Heartbreak Hotel.
Lupo’s especially has been the venue for
popular artists in recent years Third Eye
Blind, Lupe Fiasco, and Boys Like Girls.
This fall, the schedule is loaded with some
popular artists. Here are just a few of them:
Nas - 9/19/2008
Nasir Jones, or simply Nas, is one of
hip-hop’s greatest emcees. Raised in the
Queensbridge area of New York, Nas has
represented his neighborhood since the
day he was bom. He broke out in 1994

with his debut album, Illmatic. To this day,
Illmatic is highly regarded as one of rap’s
greatest albums of all time. It reached as
high as 12 on the US Top 200 Chart. His
next two albums, however, claimed the top
spot, both reaching double platinum. He
would later come out with six more
albums, one of which was released this
past July. He is known for sampling tracks
from a variety of artists ranging from
Tupac to Ludwig van Beethoven.
The height of Nas’ career, circa 2001,
brought rivalry between himself and JayZ. Both at the peak of their careers, the
rappers released songs aimed directly at
each other. By the end of2005, the two set
tled their feud without animosity.
Nas’ resume is enough to bring a big
crowd wherever he goes. This show is $40
in advance, and I’m sure it’s going to sell
out. If you’re planning on going, you bet
ter get those tickets now!

Motion City Soundtrack - 9/27/2008
Breaking out with hits such as
“Everything is Alright” and “L.G FUAD,”
Motion City Soundtrack has proven to be
one of the pioneers of the recent pop-punk
craze. Influenced by the work of Elvis
Costello and Pixies, mixed with a blend of
’80s and dance music, Motion City
Soundtrack is easy to like if you’re a fan of

anything on the radio. Their music
is unique and leaves you feeling
good inside, no matter how depress
ing some lyrics can be. For me per
sonally, I enjoy listening to them
because of their upbeat messages
and style of lyrics similar to Ben
Folds. I also just really like punk
music, so naturally, I love Motion
City Soundtrack. This one is sure to
draw a big crowd.
These are just a few of the artists
coming to Lupo’s this semester, for
a full list visit www.lupos.com.
Matisyahu - 10/28/2008
If you haven’t heard of
Matisyahu yet, you’re about 3 years
behind. Known for blending reggae
beats with lyrics about Jewish
themes, this Hasidic Jew does not
perform on the Sabbath, but will be
in Providence on Tuesday, October
28. His traditional Jewish teaching
is usually the focus of his lyrical master
pieces. In doing this, his music is more
meaningful in a spiritual sense, much like
the reggae music of Bob Marley.
Bob Marley once said, “The good thing
about music, once it hits you, you feel no
pain.” That could not be truer for the music
of Matisyahu. In his religion, music is said
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to be the “quill of the soul.” This means
music is meant to reach out to us in a way
that regular words cannot. The power in
Matisyahu’s lyrics is enough to receive a
calm soothing feeling, the way that he
intended.

Culinary Corner: Dorm Cooking for Dorm Life
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

Loving your apartment but not quite
sure how to put that new kitchenette to
use? The trick to good, cheap cooking is
learning to use what you’ve got. Here’s a
recipe that can utilize those random veg
gies you bought on special last weekend.
Recipe reading tip: learn to know what
you can do without, so that even if you
don’t have everything listed you can still
enjoy the dish. For instance, in this recipe
the onion and garlic give some nice fla
vor, but if you don’t have either you
can still make a satisfactory quiche.

1/2 cup shredded cheese, your choice
Salt and pepper
Additional shredded cheese

Preheat oven to 375°. In a frying pan,
saute chopped onion and garlic over
medium heat about five to ten minutes.
While the onion and garlic is going,
whisk the three eggs in a medium mixing
bowl until blended. Add in milk, cheese
and vegetables. When onion and garlic
are done, add those as well. Stir until
combined. Add salt and pepper, as much

Veggie Quiche
1 pie crust (you can buy one frozen
or make it from scratch if you’ve got it
in ya—see below)
1 small yellow onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
l-l 1/2 c. steamed vegetables (I
prefer spinach or broccoli, but use
what you’ve got, whether frozen or
fresh!)
3 eggs
1 cup milk

The
by

Chris Tompkins ’09
A&E Asst. Editor

With the new alcohol awareness
policy here at PC, it has become
more seriously punishable to con
sume mass amounts in one sitting
for the drinker of age (at least in the
comfort of on-campus housing).
The Arts & Entertainment section
of The Cowl would like to suggest
quality over quantity. We are all
very familiar with the value of
cheap beer that comes in big awk
ward boxes; You got your “Natty,”
your Busch, Bud, “Stones” and
when ever possible some PBR or
Schaffer. Tnis column is an effort to
expose those with a legally-aged yet
inexperienced palate to some finer
choices.

as you think you’d like. Top
with additional cheese.
Pour mixture into pie
shell and cover the sides of
the crust with strips of foil,
to prevent bunting. Bake for
30 - 40 minutes (make sure
to check it; these campus
ovens can vary in tempera
ture control), until center is
set, and eggs are not runny.
Voila! You are a regular
French chef.
Food bites
Take advantage of the season’s fresh
est produce and support the local econo
my by shopping at the farmers’ markets
around town! The Downtown Market
runs on Fridays, from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. at Kennedy Plaza. Other markets
include the Broad Street Market on
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
and the Brown University Market on
Wednesdays from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. See farmfreshri.org for more
details.

Stock your fridge with ... East Side
Pockets Hummus. Sure, you can buy
hummus at Shaw’s these days, but this
Mediterranean eatery sells their fresh,
authentic hummus to-go. It’s the real
deal, and at $2.78 for an eight-ounce
container, it’s reasonable, too.

Finer Brews in Life
Hoegaarden is a perfect choice for
this time of year, as well as a great
beginner for those weaning them
selves off the American light beers.
It’s a classic Belgian white that is
very smooth but nas a tart finish.
The appearance is less hazy and
orange then a Hefeweizen but thick
er than a typical ale. There is a sub
tle presence of lemon/citrus and bit
ter wheat aroma, not sweet like a
Blue Moon. This Ale is recommend
ed for these waning days of summer,
sitting outside, perhaps grilling. All
the area, stores carry this brand and a
few local bars have it bottled,
though it is equally good from the
tap.
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Trinity Brewhouse
186 Fountain Street
(401)453-2337

Walking into Trinity Brewhouse on
Monday night, I was surprised to see
just how busy the restaurant was. I was
surprised my friend and I had to stand
outside for fifteen minutes. I was sur
prised at how loud and youthful the
crowd was.
And then I tried the beer. I under
stand, seeing that I’ve been a denizen of
the legal consuming community for
about as long as Tom Brady’s been on
the D.L. (too soon?), I might have been
easily impressed by the last amber
medium-bodied ale with a floral finish
to roll off the shelf. But it tasted good.
And at the end of the day, I’m pretty
sure that’s the main goal of any bever
age—which explains why it was more
crowded than the God-forsaken Harkins
staircase around 11:30 am.
The steam brew was the first beer we
tried and the one to which we came back.
Without any intimidating bite or brow
furrowing aftertaste, each sip went down
as savored as the last until you realized
that your enticing meal had arrived.
My dining companion started off with a
beef vegetable soup ($3.50) served in
what appeared similar to a Ray mug and
an ungodly large chunk of bread.
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Thankfully, he deemed the flavorful stew
much more satisfying than something
Sodexho would leave out for a few hours.
Seeing as I often get quite nervous and
indecisive when the waitress demands an
order from me, I folded and went with the
old standby, Caesar Salad ($6). Good
news, it’s still just lettuce, croutons, and
dressing everywhere you go.
To make up for my weak appetizer, I

ordered a locally-inspired entree of
assorted shellfish, shrimp, and scallops
over linguini and red sauce entitled Fruits
of New England ($18). Seeing that 40
percent of my collegiate diet consists of
cold leftovers, I was more than pleased to
take about two-thirds of the northeastern
feast home with me. Across the table,
teriyaki steak tips ($16) were being contently enjoyed over white rice and pep
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pers. Simply described as “good but not
great,” the well-cooked tender tips
could’ve been seasoned a bit more.
The Brewhouse is filled with excited
chatter and clinking glasses. Hordes of
friends consume nachos and pitchers of
ale faster than Big Brown loses Belmont
races (too soon?). The waitstaff is amiable
and helpful but not overly attentive in a
“make sure you wear at least 15 pieces of
flair” way. Around the comer from the bar
lined with large televisions proliferating
the bandwagon of Red Sox Nation, is a
large mural. I’m not humble enough to
admit who I mixed up the portrait of Janis
Joplin with—but all the famous faces
together make for quite the sight. In what
appears to be a pretty sloppy last supper,
Jimi Hendrix sits down with Elvis and the
Rat Pack to break bread on this enormous
painted tribute to pop culture past.
With a reasonably priced and varied
menu and al fresco dining, Trinity
Brewhouse is certainly worth the wait.
Located on Fountain Street around the
comer from the Reperetory Theatre of the
same name, it serves as a great example of
the hidden treasures the city has to offer.
The Trinity Brewhouse, which deemed
itself as sellers of “Heaven by the pint,” is
certainly a holy dinner of obligation.

GRADE: A-

The Brubeck Brothers Jazz Up PC
by

Sarah Bidinger
A&E Staff

’09

The Providence College Department of
Music kicked off the year’s concert
schedule Friday evening with a fantastic
show by the Brubeck Brothers Quartet.
The band, formed by the sons of worldfamous jazz musician, Dave Brubeck,
featured Chris Brubeck on bass and trom
bone, Dan Brubeck on drums, Chuck
Lamb on piano, and Mike DeMicco on
the guitar.
Dr. Christopher Kelton, a jazz professor
at PC, introduced the quartet, sharing that
he and Chris Brubeck had been roommates
at a performing arts high school. The band
was in town to play the Albany Riverfront
Jazz Festival on Saturday.
It is very unusual that a bass player
serves as the voice and personality of a
band, but Chris Brubeck, who stepped
onstage wearing Tevas and a Hawaiian
shirt, was just that. Professional yet
humorous, he introduced each piece with
colorful tidbits about their names and the
inspirations behind their composition. He
also reflected upon the experience of
jazz, most memorably sharing a story
about a trip his father took as a jazz
ambassador to Europe, and concluding
that the universal appeal of our American
art form is the “freedom you can find in
the improvisation ofjazz.”

“The universal
appeal of our
American art form is
the freedom you can
find in the improvisa
tion of jazz.”
Freedom and improvisation were themes
of the evening, as their performance was
punctuated by a variety of different musical
styles. The group played a few Dave
Brubeck standards, including “In Your
Own Sweet Way” and “Blue Rondo a la

Music Department Starts the Year on the Right Note
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Turk,” but for the most part played original
compositions. True to Dave Brubeck’s
style, many of the tunes were written in
uncommon time signatures. At one point in
the concert, the band even played in
polyrhythm, with the drums playing in one
time signature and the rest of the band
playing in another. Countless influences
were seen throughout the evening, from
tightly drummed Latin beats to bossa
novas, funk grooves, traditional swing, and
cool and modem tunes.
Chris Brubeck played some particularly
memorable songs on his trombone, which
seemed to be an expressive extension of
himself, filling the concert hall with
round, silky notes. I was especially
impressed with Chuck Lamb, whose
solos were the most varied of all the
instrumentalists, combining chords
voiced with the grace and technicality of
Bill Evans with impressive runs, punchy
octaves, and more modem elements.
Lamb’s most memorable performance
was a several-minute improvised intro

duction to the impressionistic “Cool on
the Coast.” He began with an abstract,
modernistic experimentation on the
piano, bringing forth ideas of John Cage
as he pounded bass notes with one hand
while reaching inside the piano and
plucking notes, running his fingers over
the strings, and sounding a note that
vibrated almost like a harpsichord with
the other. He effortlessly moved into a
quote from Chopin’s “Raindrop Prelude”
and built off the intensity of the piece, his
hands dueling with each other up and
down the piano, until he shifted gears
into a smooth, modem solo and finally,
the written song.
The band played two sets, announcing a
“surprise” during the second and inviting
Dr. Kelton and his saxophone on stage to
play “Invitation,” a rendition which was
met with many smiles and cheers.
The quartet clearly loved playing
together, and interacted well throughout
the show. They had an uncanny ability to

draw the audience into their on-stage
experience, and all around the hall, toes
were tapping and people were leaning
forward to immerse themselves as deeply
as possible into the music.
The concert ended with the quartet’s
rendition of the famous Brubeck standard
“Take Five.” Dan Brubeck concluded the
song with a flashy, extended drum solo
that ended with shards of drumsticks fly
ing up from his set, multiple rounds of
applause, and fellow band members smil
ing, nodding, and dancing in approval.
The nearly three-hour concert ended with
applause that escalated into an extended
standing ovation.
The Department of Music will host a
variety of musicians, including many PC
students, throughout the semester. The
next performance will be by Libana, a
“women’s world music ensemble” at
8:00pm on Friday, September 19th. Visit
the Smith Center or view the Department
Web site for more information.
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Christopher, Poet of Order
Katie Caliva ’10
Portfolio Editor

by

Christopher was a rather absent-minded
driver, albeit not in the usual sense of that
description. Christopher was absent in that
he was very rarely focused on the immedi
ate needs of navigating his
SHORT vehicle, but minded in that he
STORY was always thinking about
driving in some way.
He would sit at stoplights and watch in
wonder as the lines of cars moved in a set
and organized pattern. It reminded him of
those complicated dances in movies that
everyone just happens to know at the right
time when the right music begins to play.
And to him, the tightly choreographed
movements of cars were every bit as beau
tiful as a dance.
The more lanes of traffic that came
together at a given intersection the more
magnificent the graceful procedure of
stopping and going at exactly the right
moments. Christopher watched in awe as
they bowed to one another and glided
smoothly along their paths.
He never saw an accident at one of these
places, which is probably a most excellent
thing. To see two cars collide would have
damaged his psyche considerably. Not
because he would be scarred by the image
of his fellow human beings only barely, or
perhaps not entirely, escaping death, but
rather because the sight of dented metal
and the smell of burning rubber would be
the manifestations of order failing. And it
would be a failing capable of shattering his
entire worldview.
For Christopher, order was really a great
transcendental, perhaps even the greatest
transcendental of them all.
He recalled reading a Chesterton story
once that began with the argument
between two poets. One was an anarchist
who claimed that poetry and chaos were
the mutually inclusive characteristics of a
true artist. He was challenged by a poet of
order, an upstart who asserted boldly that
the London Underground was the most
poetic thing in the world. It was a great tri
umph of Goodness that each station came
when it ought to, and that the line never
suddenly jumped to a different track.
When Christopher read these words he
felt an odd sense of excitement. It was the
feeling that comes when you realize that

you’re not alone in the world; when you
realize that someone else holds the same
slightly eccentric opinion that you have
been suppressing in your soul for so long,
because you thought that no one else could
possibly understand.
There absolutely was poetry in order,
Christopher decided. There was poetry in
rules and in degree, there was poetry in
signage, in blinkers, in cars not crashing

put together a haiku lamenting the venial
sin of speeding.
When the speed limit
Becomes the speed minimum
All hell will break loose

Needless to say, Christopher loved
haiku. For, what could possibly be more
singular to a poet of order than such a

Driving, for him, was an act of piety; a
religious experience of a deity of abstrac
tion. He reverenced Order like a Platonist
would any Form: with philosophical mus
ings and the pursuit of it in its most perfect
manifestations. He worshipped Order like
a Muslim would Allah: bowing before it
many times throughout the day. But he
loved Order like a knight would his lady:
putting it on a pedestal and dedicating all
his deeds to its name. His car was his
steed, his mosque, and his ivory tower all
at once.
Christopher found four way stops to be
particularly inspiring. Like the haiku, this
type of intersection was fantastically sim
ple, yet daunting to some, and positively
beautiful when executed perfectly.
One particularly gray and rainy Sunday
morning, Christopher was in his car driv
ing to a bakery. En route, he came upon a
bit of queue at an intersection. Christopher,
of course, was unfazed. Especially since
this was his favorite intersection because it
was in fact a star-shaped, five-way stop.
From his position, he could see the five
lines inching forward, halting when they
had gone far enough. Lights flashed peri
odically in gestures of charity when it was
unclear exactly whose turn it was.
Round and round the proceedings went
with all the majesty and simplicity of a
waltz. And then at last, it was
Christopher’s turn, and lingering for a
moment over the beauty of what he had
just witnessed he began a haiku.

Stopping and starting
Like...
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into each other as they turned right on red.
He had always known this fact, but now he
could express it more completely thanks to
Chesterton’s fictional poet.
And so Christopher, too, became a poet
of order, although he perhaps never fully
realized that he had made this profound
transformation. While he drove from point
A to point B as daily life required, he com
posed poems about the beauty of traffic
patterns and the magnificence, simplicity,
and undervalued artistry of yielding.
When some tough guy in a pickup truck
tailgated him for going 43 on a road where
the speed limit was 45, Christopher did not
speed up, slow down, shout obscenities or
even really acknowledge the aggressor.
Instead, Christopher simply and serenely

tightly regulated poem? He would have
loved to dabble in villanelles and true
Shakespearean sonnets, but he recognized
his limitations.
Those types of poems required a pen
and paper, and absent-minded though he
was, he couldn’t bring himself to actually
scribble while driving. He had once enter
tained the notion of doing so, but realized
with a shudder that he might himself cause
an accident in that way. There would be no
greater tragedy than the lover killing the
beloved, or the worshiper killing his own
god. That would be a blood crime so
deeply chaotic that even the greatest fan of
irony could not appreciate it in the case of
Christopher. And so Christopher contented
himself with haiku.

But Christopher did not get to finish his
simile, never chose the next eleven sylla
bles. He began to turn at the start of the
second line, but his hesitation at the stop
line had inspired the next car to act out of
turn. The car moved torward him, and
sensing a collision, he lay on his horn. The
sound shatterred the silent beauty of the
intersection and introduced chaos into his
composition. He slammed on the brakes
and glared angrily at the driver who was
too far along in her motion to stop. She
was a white-faced girl of about 17, grip
ping the steering wheel tightly and not dar
ing to look at him or anything but the road.
Christopher completed his turn, forgot
his haiku, and arrived at the bakery.

The Inconvenient Truth Poem
by Alex BetGeorge
Portfolio Staff

wants you to
contribute your
poetry, prose,
and artwork
email: cowl.portfolio@gmail.com

’ll

The sphered womb
that held
the globe’s fundamental unit
had grown,
housing the insemination of
herself with—
the print of his tie was
that banal pattern of
down-sloped pinstripes in
conservative colors, navy/forest green,
which nonetheless reflected
the nature between him and herself
in the membranes of her glassy eyes,
her pupils followed the lines' slant
to their hemmed termination
and beyond it: to the fine
cotton of his dress shirt,
underneath which she knew
a white undershirt kept the first layer’s
threadsfrom
skin stretched taut over a muscled torso
whose stomach’s hunger was
quelled by boredom, hopelessness, fear.
—a caged bird
across the table.
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Sign of the Apocalypse #4765:
Someone Actually Knows Where I Live?!
by

Lindsay Wengloski ’10
Portfolio Staff

This probably won’t come as a surprise
to most of you (and I’m sure plenty of peo
ple can empathize), but the town I come
from in Maryland is pretty dam small.
And by “small,” I mean so tiny
ESSAY that National Geographic fails
to note even its very existence
in its World Atlas.
Being snubbed by National Geographic
might not seem like such a big deal at face
value. I mean, they are a pretty prestigious
publication. They travel—kind of all over
the world. And they take cool photos (two
words: Baby.
Pandas.), write pretty
groovy stories, and generally exhibit a
healthy level of hardcoreness—which is a
highly technical term. So needless to say,
I’m sure National Geographic has better
things to report on than a town about
halfway between a tobacco bam and a
river. But here’s the kicker: The sweeties
at National Geographic included several
towns out west that I could have sworn
were ghost towns. That means they men
tioned a couple of deserted or near-desert
ed towns instead of mine.
Thanks, National Geographic.
Anyway.
I could forgive National Geographic if
their snubbing of Lusby, Maryland, was
the only thing on the docket. Sadly, not so
much. Even my fellow Marylanders can’t
quite place where Calvert County is on
their cognitive maps.
A typical discussion reads something
like this:
Me: So you’re from Maryland, too?
Neat! Which county are you from?

Someone else: Baltimore County.
Me: Oh, nice! I’m from Calvert County.
Someone else: (A blank stare, followed
by a long, confused pause) Isn’t that in
Virginia or something?
Me: (Sigh)
You can see why I’ve fallen into the piti
ful pattern of referring to my town as
“Middle of Nowhere, Maryland.” So you
might be able to imagine my surprise at a
workplace conversation I randomly had
this past summer!
The story really begins this past July.
Yes, it was a dark and stormy day in
Worcester, Massachusetts. Wind lashed
the outside of the American Antiquarian
Society, but luckily I was safe inside, chill-

I assumed that he was
originally from Maryland
and braced myself for a
discussion of crab cakes and
Baltimore-Washington
sightseeing...

ing in the break-room with some of the
folks I worked with.
Somehow the conversation shifted to a
discussion of regionalism, and from there,
where everyone’s hometown was. Phil, a
fellow who worked in the newspapers col
lections, brightened up when I said I was
from Maryland. Now here’s a super-quick
bit of background on Phil. He’s a sweet
little old guy, but the best way to describe
him is to imagine Milton’s personality (the
stapler dude from Office Space) and add a

sweater. Phil has been cre
ating an elections result
database—of all the elec
tions from the 18th century
onward, in all the states, in
all the towns, for all the
offices—for a long, long,
obscenely lonnnnnnnnnnng
time. And he’s been doing
this off the clock—on his Prince
Georges
own time! For fun! It’s County
impressive in a very dusty
sort of way.
Digression aside, Phil
was very interested in my
Maryland-ness.
“Which county are you
from?” he asked.
I assumed that he was
Charles
originally from Maryland
Courtly
and braced myself for a dis
cussion of crab cakes and
Baltimore-Washington
sightseeing as I replied,
“Calvert County. It’s in the
Middle of—”
A smile broke over his
face. “THAT WAS A FED
ERALIST COUNTY!”
What?!?!
My new friend Phil went
on to inform me that my
own Calvert County appar
ently voted differently from
the rest of the state in sever
al 18th century elections.
And then I was briefed
about various facts about my county and,
more unexpectedly, interesting tidbits
about my town, proving that there actually
is someone out there knows where Lusby

St Marys
Courtly

“Middle of Nowhere,” Maryland is. That
is, someone besides me. Sure, he knows
about it really randomly, but I’m still pret
ty dam flattered.

Tiffany&Earl

Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter ata time...
Dear Lonely,
While it’s true that
housing selection is
the number one
destructor of friend
ships (Res Life is
after all a soulless
organization), I think
that there might be a
deeper issue here.
If these girls can’t
seem to make the trek across the parking
lot to visit you in Dore even though the
original fight has been resolved, they may
not be the nicest foursome on campus. And
if they’re really letting dorm-related
stereotypes get to them, well then, like
housing selection, they share some
remarkable attributes with a female dog.
So here’s my advice, Lonely: Find some
new friends.
Now, I understand that as an upperclassman this might seem to be a daunting
task, but it sounds like you might need to
take that drastic step.
I hear that the first-floor RA in Dore is a
sweetie, maybe the two of you might be
kindred spirits! The key here is to make
sure that those Davis gals know that you
have other options. So embrace your Doreness and get a bunch of your fellow her
mits to go on a tunnel exploring expedi
tion, or get a game of Frisbee going on
lower quad. Who knows, you might all hit
it off with some Suites residents.
And even if you ignore everything else
that I just said, please, please, please, listen
to this last bit.
Avoid any skunk you might encounter
on campus. Chances are that your plot will
massively backfire and you’ll end up not
only being lonely in Dore, but also repug
nant to anyone else you’d meet on campus.
Best of luck!

This Week
Coping with being friendless in Dore

Dear Tiffany and Earl,

Housing selection did not go well for me last year. I'm currently in a
single in Dore while my former friends are living it up in a Davis
apartment. We had a bit of a fight during housing, but that has been
more or less resolved. But now that the new year has started, they
don't seem to want to hang out with a Dore-dweller like me. They
never call me anymore, and make excuses when I call them. Part of
me wants to trap the campus skunk and let it loose in their apartment,
but the other part of me wants to put it all behind me and try to be
their friend again. What should I do?

—Lonely in Dore

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Ok...This is a
terrible question so
I’m going to talk
about myself for a
moment. I have
been here for more
years than I can
count. I come into
this dismal Cowl
office for the first
issue of the year
with all of these unbearably upbeat
coworkers asking me how my summer was
(It sucked. I almost died ice road trucking
in Canada). Every year I assume there will
be a pathetic letter from a freshman com
plaining about his housing situation har
pooned to my desk with a Nazi letter open
er (thanks Editor Eichmann).
This year as I came down to Slavin it
was pouring rain. And then I looked at my
desk. A mangled letter in an open bear trap
sat there like a giant mouth with shot glass
sized teeth mocking me, screeching my
name and cackling like Betty White with
out her dentures in.
I dove into the trap and wrestled the
phantom letter out. Your phantom letter,
Miss Lonely. And when I read it and real
ized that not only is this the same thing I
have been advising for years, but it turns
out that you’re not even a freshmand—I
broke down. A copy editor poked me out
of the rafters a couple days ago, complete
ly naked and covered with toner.
But after exorcising my demons and
meeting a lovely girl that works the
unmentionables counter at Macy's, I found
the strength to come back to work and
answer your stupid question. The only
thing I have to say is: Prank War. You were
right on track with the skunk. The one
thing that can bring people together is a
Prank War. Other than that, I can only
quote the brilliant John Hughes by saying,
"Hon, listen, its after 7:00. Don't waste
perfectly good lip gloss.”

EARL
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Catching Up With My
Old Sell
by Nicole Amaral ’10
Asst. Portfolio Editor

Balmy heat formed a cozy cocoon around
late-night revelries, afternoons of
pleasant nothingness, and little moments
that were perfect in their insignificance,
until the first hint of cool, crisp air
blows the dust off September memories.
I greet the self I left behind when I
tossed responsibility in a cardboard box
and shoved it under the bed. We shake hands and
take stock of us. Still the same—with
that pervasive hope that self-improvement
is finally on horizon. Lessons learned were
messily thrown together, like the product of
a caffeinated all-nighter. So maybe we don’t
know who we are yet.
Mother Nature gradually turns the seasons
with perfect ease.
I ponder how standing out in the waning sunshine
won’t make my leaves change.
I’ll miss the sound of lawnmowers on Saturday
mornings, and thinking being optional.
Still, I shrug into my September skin,
and it’s not so bad.
Just needs to be broken in again.

Daddy’s Girl
’09

by Sam McVay
Portfolio Staff

I don’t remember my parents fighting
but I know they must have because I
remember being in the car with my father
driving to Uncle John’s house and asking if
they were going to get
FICTION divorced. He assured me that
they weren’t.
I don’t remember my par
ents kissing either.
I don’t actually remember them being
together at all.
I remember my mom used to make
home movies at Easter to show my dad
because he was always away, racing in the
Virgin Islands. We had an Easter egg hunt
when he came home. I don’t remember
that, but it’s in the videos.
I remember he didn’t come to my swim
meets and how angry my mom used to get.
He talks about summers when the three of
us all played ball and how he and my mom
used to play tag team, racing between
fields when our games were at the same
time. I only remember her there.
I remember the night I was diagnosed
with diabetes, and how my aunt drove my
mom and me to the hospital because my
dad had taken my brothers out for pizza,
which I couldn’t eat.
I remember being awake at night and
listening to my mom snoring on the cot
next to my bed and the night nurses in the
hallway outside the room. I remember the
sound of metal wheels rolling across the
floor and the heart monitors beeping.
I remember the pair of pajamas my mom
bought me to wear in the hospital, pale
green with lace and a rosebud at the neck
line, and how each of my brothers picked
out a nail polish for me.
I remember locking myself in the bath
room until my dad left my hospital room. I
remember sitting stiffly on his lap, to touch
him as little as possible, when we met with
the doctors in my room. I don’t remember
why I hated him so much.
I think it was later that year that my
mom moved into the attic and then into my
bedroom with me.
I remember the morning that I over
heard my dad telling my mom to get out of
his house and threatening to call the police.
My mom says it didn’t happen the way I
remember it.
I remember that the locks were changed

when we got home that afternoon and that
my mom was having her students over to
the house that night.
I remember when my mom pulled the
three of us into her bathroom and told us
we would have to decide who we wanted
to live with. I remember she was sitting on
the toilet with the lid down. I remember I
was ready to follow her anywhere.
I remember the house we found in
Barrington. I remember my mom packing
and all the cardboard boxes lining the wall
in the dining room. I remember the day
that my brothers and I left with our dad to
drive to North Carolina and visit our
cousins in the Honda Odyssey he had rent
ed. I remember that she moved into our
new home by herself.
I remember that visitation used to be
every other weekend and one—or was it
two?—nights during the week. I remember
that I had to argue to be allowed to not go
there, to not see him. I remember I used to
stop going for weeks at a time.
I remember that finally I stopped going
altogether and refused to have anything to
do with him. I remember that he still sent
flowers and a card at my birthday. I
remember that once, the card accompany
ing my flowers, signed “Love, Dad,” was
n’t signed by him.
I remember that he finally stopped try
ing. I remember one of Wesley’s hockey
games, when he walked by me without
acknowledging me. I remember the first
time we spoke again, across the room in
the orthodontist’s office, when he asked
me how school was going and how I want
ed to tell him I was failing just to embar
rass him in front of the strangers sitting
between us.
I remember wondering whether he
meant it when he said, “I love you.”
I called him towards the end of my sen
ior year of high school, when I realized
that I didn’t know why I hated him. I was
n’t sure what I wanted.
We have occasional dinners together. I
sit next to him at the dinner table less com
fortable than if I was with a stranger and
every time he says “I love you,” I wonder
whether he really does. I don’t know him
and I don’t trust him.
If I knew how things really were and
what really happened, I think I would
know whether to trust him now. But all I
have are missing pieces and memories I
can’t trust.
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Sorry! I haven’t
Scene It in a While
Kaly Thayer ’10
Portfolio Staff

by

The bar scene, the movie night, the
sketchy club, and the trip to the mall.
These are social defaults to friendly activ
ities that we as groups and individuals find
ourselves jammed into more
ESSAY than most of us care to say.
What happened to the
adventure, the day of explo
ration, the excursion to the beach, or the
spontaneous interest in ballroom dancing
or hockey that would bring us to a lesson
or a game to enjoy ourselves in experienc
ing something new?
But there is one regrettable loss to the
world of social scenery that none care to
mourn, one bastion of enjoyment that has
been abandoned and left to decay in the
closet beside the winter coats and the
mothballs. The board game, my friends;
let us never forget.
So many forgotten, underused boxes of
tabletop excitement have been neglected
for so long in the collegiate atmosphere.
The classics: our friends Life, Monopoly,
Clue, and Sorry! miss us terribly, as do the
new or more obscure games that we never
got the chance to place, Settlers of Cattan,
Diplomacy, Guillotine, and many others.
But why? We’ve left these relics of fun

in our memories and have not bothered to
dredge them up for further good times.
Perhaps the homework got to us and we
simply didn’t have time. Or maybe we got
jobs and developed more expensive tastes,
and something free and hours-long got
replaced by something incredibly pricey
and short; maybe we just decided that
Scrabble wasn’t good enough for us any
more, what with schadenfreude not being a
legal wordplay and all.
Ridiculous! How dare we forget these
warhorses of our childhood, when they can
still offer us so much entertainment? I
mean come on, Clue was fun when we
were seven, but imagine how much better
it will be now, when we understand things
like treachery and backstabbing. Sure it
was Colonel Mustard in the library with
the lead pipe, you keep believing that Mrs.
Peacock, keep believing that.
So consider this a call to arms, all you
Wednesday night warriors. Put the home
work aside for a few hours and bargain for
Australia while playing Risk, or pretend to
have Tourette’s while shouting at the TV
for Scene It. Not only is it cheaper than a
movie, but you’ll be able to come back and
do it again and again, building on each
subsequent play of the game, and it will
get better and better every single time.

Editors’ Reading List!
Devoted literati that we are, the Portfolio editorial team spent
countless hours this summer with our noses buried in books. From
biographies to plays, our reading lists spanned every genre and
style. Here are our favorites from this summer, plus as an added
bonus—what we're currently reading between classes.
Summertime Favorite: The Soloist by Steve Lopez

The biography of a paranoid schizophrenic living on Skid Row whose musical
genius is rediscovered by a columnist for The L.A. Times. Mr. Lopez's account of
the friendship that forms between himself and the profoundly talented Nathaniel
Ayers is a touching story. The book delves deeper, however, exploring the redemp
tive power of music in a world fraught with agony
Currently Reading: The Complete Short Stories by Nikolai Gogol

Gogol, like many of his countrymen, dealt with the long Russian winters by con
suming much vodka and wilting verbosely. The result is melancholy prose that
seeks to answer the tough questions in life: Why women are vicious harpies and
landowners are miserly heathens. Highly recommended to anyone who likes
Russian novelists.

-Katie Caliva ’10, Editor

Summertime Favorite: The Outcast by Sadie Jones
Returning to his hometown after spending time in prison for a mysterious crime,
Lewis tries to turn over a new leaf and become the person his father expects. With
the town already set against him, however, it's hard for Lewis to readjust, especial
ly as he's haunted by memories of his mother who drowned when he was little and
for whom he still grieves. The book intertwines Lewis's story with Kit's, a girl with
serious parental problems of her own. An interesting and well-written story about
how the past itself can turn into our own personal prison.
Currently Reading: London, 1945 by Maureen Waller
This is a non-fiction look at the last year of World War II and its devastating effects
on England's capital. It is excellently researched and fascinating for anyone who's
interested in seeing historical events through the eyes of the everyday person.
-Nicole Amaral ’ 10, Asst. Editor
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What was the least exciting thing
that happened to you this summer?

“Having to work in a bookstore.”
Chris Gubata ’10, Veronica Valenzuela ’10

“Jordan corning back from abroad!”
Jordan LaBlanc ’09, Erin Murphy ’09, Brynn Crawford ’09

“Having to be the guy in the electornics department that had to
replace all the batteries.”
Mike Nagle ’ll

“Working at Orientation instead of going to Italy!”
Rachel Sheehan ’ll, Todd Incantalupo ’98 Meg Lagreca ’ll,
Kate Wood ’09

“Going to Vermont to live with the cows.”
Mary Kate Powers ’ll, Alex Langway ’ll

“Do I really have to say it?”
-Hillary Rodham Clinton

newwillard.wordpress.com
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Tim Ritter

Jaime Lipski

Men’s Soccer
Junior—Weston, MA

Women’s Field Hockey
Sophomore—Dallas, PA

Ritter scored the lone goal for the Friars against
Holy Cross last week to secure a tie and keep the
Friars undefeated.

Lipski recorded four points last week on one goal
and two assists. Her goal against Northeastern
clinched the win for the Friars.

Scores
Thursday 9/4
Women’s Soccer vs. Holy Cross
Women’s Field Hockey at Northeastern

Schedules

W, 3-0
W, 2-1

Thursday 9/11
Women’s Soccer at Hartford

7:00 p.m.

Friday 9/5
Men’s Soccer at Holy Cros
Women’s Volleyball at Maine

T, 1-1
L, 3-2

Friday 9/12
Women’s Field Hockey vs. Harvard
Women’s Volleyball at Holy Cross

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Saturday 9/6
Women’s Volleyball at Kent
Women’s Volleyball at Quinn

L, 3-1
W, 3-0

Sunday 9/7
Women’s Tennis at Sacred Heart Doubles
Women’s Soccer vs. Manhattan
Women’s Field Hockey vs. Yale

Ind. Results
L, 2-1 OT
W, 5-0

Saturday 9/13
Men’s Soccer vs. Georgetown
Women’s Volleyball vs. Wagner
Women’s Tennis at Bryant
Women’s Volleyball vs. Bryant

2:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.

Sunday 9/14
Women’s Soccer vs. Davidson
Women’s Field Hockey at Dartmouth

12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Monday 9/15
Men’s Soccer at Northeastern

6:00 p.m.

Tuesday 9/9
Men’s Soccer vs. Rhode Island

PPD

Wednesday 9/10
Women’s Field Hockey at Holy Cross

Standings
Men’s Big East Soccer Blue (9/8)

Women’s Big East Field Hockey Standings (9/8)

Team

Big East
W

L

Overall
W
L
1

Georgetown
Seton Hall
Notre Dame
Providence
Connecticut
Pittsburgh
Marquette
West Virginia

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
3
2
2
2
1
0

0
0
1
0
2
1
0
3

0
0
0
1
2
1
2
1

Team

Big East
L
W

Overall
L
W

Rutgers
Syracuse
Villanova
Connecticut

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4
4
4
3

0
0
0
0

Providence

0

0

3

1

Louisville
Georgetown

0
0

0
0

2

1
4

0
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Bay a fine
addition to
Boston club
house

In Training: Thoughts on
Marathon Preparation
Editor's Note: Dan O’Brien ’10 and J.T. Scanlan, Ph.D.,
associate professor of English are both training for the United
States Marine Corps Marathon in Washington, D. C, at the end
of October. They will be sharing their thoughts on what it is
like to train for and run a marathon in this weekly feature.

by John Butler ’ll
Sports Editor

COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

The Professor
by J.T. Scanlan
Guest Columnist

Everybody knows the chipper talk about
running. Jogging is good for the heart and
mind. An early morning run tends to
thwart everyday sluggishness. Runners
tend to sleep better. And they tend not to
put on unwanted pounds too quickly.
At last, your clothes fit way you think
they were always supposed to fit.
But as I noticed the last two weekends,
such good-attitudism doesn’t capture what
runners actually think about and say to one
another when preparing to run something
as physically threatening as a marathon.
Last weekend, while most people in New
England were taking cover against
Tropical Storm Hanna, I went to Block
Island, where on Saturday I ran a 9-mile
road race. I’ve participated in the “Run
Around the Block” many times, but last
Saturday, things were a bit different.
Evidently, many runners stayed home,
understandably fearing either a rough ferry
ride, or worse, being stranded on the Block
in a Category One hurricane. Why take a
chance at transforming oneself, if only for
a few days, into a modernized Robinson
Crusoe, with an unexpectedly inflated
hotel bill?
Consequently, those of us who did make
it to the Block joked about what it might be
like to run in a hurricane. All runners have
run in terrible conditions. But hey, I’ve
never run in a hurricane!
The few fans who raised their beer cans
as we passed by in the stultifying, pre-rain
mugginess, seemed to look at us as
lunatics, only provisionally human, like
many of deluded but determined charac
ters in Gulliver’s Travels. To our delight,
our fans cheered us along, in their way.
One guy noticed my Tulane shirt, and
quipped something about its appropriate
ness.
We suffered only one five-minute deluge,
which drenched be to the bone at about the
five-mile mark. When it arrived, though, I
assumed it was only the “first band.”
Strangely, then, the run turned out to be
quite pleasurable, in part because of the
hearty jokes the dire weather predictions
inspired. Somehow, running always turns

out to be great fun.
The social atmosphere of the New Haven
Road Race, which I ran the previous week
end, was more joyful and camivalesque in
part because of the weather—dry and
clear. But a 12.4-mile race is a long race—
-about the distance from Huxley Gate to
downtown Woonsocket—-and the heat of
the sun surprised many runners shortly
after we left the Yale campus.
Lots of people drank too much water,
which meant that conversation among run
ners turned to the topic of hydration and
urination. I overheard more than a few
people telling war stories about urination
problems, before excusing themselves for
a second to pause beside a tree.
“You know, I don’t even leave the
course,” said one youngish woman to a
white-haired guy. “You’re sweating any
way, right?”
“Yeah, I know. But one time I really,
really had to go,” said the older guy,
breathing hard at about the 8-mile mark.
“O. Henry?” she queried.
What in the world does the famous short
story writer have to do with any of this?, I
thought. Not until I met up after the race
with an old prep school friend did I learn
this little euphemism alludes to the candy
bar, Oh, Henry!
During the race, I assumed such off-color
conversation was odd—until I reached
about the 10-mile mark, when I noticed a
woman who seemed injured in some way.
She was bending to the side, and had per
haps tom a calf muscle. I slowed down and
prepared to ask if I could help, when sud
denly I saw a burst of lemonade-looking
liquid cascading down her leg.
Ah, I thought: she’s OK, and she’s wellhydrated. She’s going to finish! The scene
was curiously inspiring.
Perhaps like many on Western Civ’s J
Team, I have Gulliver s Travels too much
on the mind. On the other hand, maybe the
real social atmosphere of running—with
the constant talk of weather, hydration, and
potential injury—is a legitimate education
in how frail our bodies are, and the bene
fits of talking about our human nature hon
estly. So far, being in training for a
marathon is beginning to be a lesson in
physical humility.
And a useful escape from all the mechan
ical cant about “fitness.”

Winter Sports Dates to Remember:
October 17:

Late Night Madness

October 17:

Men’s Hockey vs. N’Eastern

October 18:

Swimming vs. Lehigh

October 25:

Women’s Hockey vs. BC

October 25:

Providence Fan Fest

November 1:

Opening Day: Men’s Basketball vs. Ottawa

November 13:

Women’s Basketball vs. Hartford

The Student
Dan O’Brien ’10
Guest Columnist
What began as a friendly challenge has
turned into a passion involving extensive
training, aches, pains, and one of the great
est experiences of my life.
In November 2006, my roommate told
me that I could not run a marathon and
from that day forward I had only one thing
on my mind: to run the 2007 Philadelphia
Marathon. I’ll admit that I often wondered
why exactly I had undertaken this chal
lenge; why would any college student
want to willingly run 26.2 miles? I would
later come to find out that what I signed
myself up for would be no easy task; the
next year would be filled with highs, lows,
injury, success, and defeat.
My friends and family question my sanby

"

Why would any college
student want to willingly
run 26.2 miles?
Dan O’Brien ’09

"
ity, as I have decided to run the 2008
| United States Marine Corps Marathon in
Washington D.C. on Oct. 26. There is no
doubt that I have learned from my races
last year and I hope to build on the success
that I achieved in 2007, but my friends are
beginning to wonder when I’m going to
give it a rest. To be honest, I don’t have an
answer. There is something about the train
ing and the sense of accomplishment that
has me flying around the country to run.
Though it may seem mundane to run the
same route everyday for months upon end,
there is one thing that keeps me coming
back for more: the finish line.
Whether being heckled by the staff of
Atomic Salon on Douglas Ave., chased
through the streets by the neighborhood
children, or dodging passengers exiting the
RIPTA along River Ave., there is an inde
scribable element of running that allows
me to escape the demanding schedule of
college life. Once you leave the gates of
our campus, the dynamic of Providence
changes. While this does help me run
faster in certain areas of the city, it also
serves a greater purpose. There are so
many visually pleasing areas in
Providence of which we are unaware.
Running has allowed me to explore parts
of the city that would have been just names
to me. I have run by Rhode Island
College, traversed the grueling hills near
Brown University, and taken in a few of
the landmarks our city has to offer.
In 10 days I will be running the
Philadelphia Distance Run, a half
marathon with Philadelphia’s historic
Fairmount Park as the course. A notori
ously flat course, my hill training in
Providence will undoubtedly help my leg
strength, but as I know far too well, such
hill training can also lead to injuries and
exhaustion. I am not injured but certainly
exhausted, so much so that the walk from
the Suites to Harkins Hall seems like a day
trip. You may be asking yourself: “How
do you expect to be able to run a 13.1 mile
race when your legs are tired after a 7-8
minute walk to class?”
My answer: I have no idea. Check back I
next week.

Since he was traded to the Los Angeles
Dodgers of the National League, former
Red Sox star Manny Ramirez is batting an
impressive .395 with 12 homeruns and 36
RBI. Jason Bay, whom the
OPINION Sox acquired in the trade, is
batting .314 with 7 home
runs and 33 RBI since July
31.
The numbers show that Manny has been
slightly more productive, and that may be
the case, but in terms of clubhouse con
tention, team cohesion, and overall morale,
Bay’s impact in Boston outweighs
Manny’s impact in Los Angeles by several
degrees.
The numbers for both left-fielders are
similar since July 31, but the true differ
ence between the two lies in this distinc
tion: Bay knows that ultimately, he is a
left-fielder; Manny knows he is a left
fielder, but considers that a night job that
falls subordinate to his full-time rock star
persona.
Many noted that Bay was catapulted into
a difficult situation when he was traded to
Boston. To replace one of the elder states
men of Red Sox Nation- though he was
probably closer to the village idiot-and be
expected to perform at his level must have
been a nerve-racking situation. Bay
responded with dogged play on the field
and quiet humility off the field.
And the fans nave responded with
resounding enthusiasm. A roaring crowd
cheered for Bay’s homerun on Tuesday,
Sept. 9, at Fenway, and beckoned the left
fielder for a curtain call. But as The
Providence Journal reports, Bay was
reluctant to step out of the dugout, espe
cially since the game was not over and fel
low teammate Mike Lowell was in the
middle of an at-bat.
Here, we see the true mark of a dedicat
ed individual: Even when praise was
seemingly hurled at him, Bay’s first incli
nation was to remain focused on the task at
hand, and to not steal the thunder of a fel
low teammate.
For these actions and the many others he
has displayed as a Boston ballplayer, it is
fitting that Bay should be admired by Little
Leaguers and college kids alike. Role
models are at a premium today, but the
virtues that Bay exudes ought to be studied
and emulated on ball fields, in classrooms,
and in the community.
Bay represents the hardworking
‘Everyman’ to whom we might turn when
the night is dark and the chips are down.
This grace and humility that characterize
him are truly admirable.

The annual
Friar

Lacrosse
Alumni
Game is
scheduled for

Sunday,
Sept. 27.
All lacrosse
alumni are
invited to
attend.
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Smith: Back from Beijing

Field Hockey:
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Patriots:

continued from back page

Cassel the
new Brady?
continued from page 29

is Bill Bellichick who I’m told is a pretty
good coach.
There is still the question of Matt Cassel.
Not only has he not started a football game
in this decade, but he has also been less
than average - and that’s being generous in the few downs he has played over the
years. In this year’s pre-season, for exam
ple, he was awful - 17 drives, zero touch
downs. Ouch.
Sunday was a different story. On his first
drive, he led the team 98 yards down the
field for a touchdown. He led two more
scoring drives that day en route to a 17-10
victory over the Kansas City Chiefs. He
finished 13-18, passing for 152 yards with
a TD and no interceptions. Overall, it was
a solid day for him.
Of course, that was against the Chiefs, a
team probably a few years away from any
serious contention. It remains to be seen if
Brady will be able to keep this up against
the better teams in the league.
Luckily, the Patriots have a somewhat
forgiving schedule. Sure, they will play
Indy, Pittsburgh, and San Diego. But, they
will also play the Bills and Dolphins twice,
as well as Oakland and Arizona, to name a
few. It is not going to be an easy road for
the Pats, but they just might make it.
Cassel has a great team behind him, one
capable of winning either with or in spite
of him. But if it gets to be too much for
him, the Pats may look elsewhere. Daunte
Culpepper, who had some successful years
with Randy Moss, may eventually be that
option.
In the meantime, Cassel is the Patriots’
QB. He knows the system and the game
plan, and if he finds success, he would not
be the first backup to do so. The man he
is replacing did the same just seven years
ago.
Not all is lost, Patriots fans. Expectations
have changed, however. Should you
expect a run at 19-0, no; a Super Bowl, no.
A run to the playoffs, a wild card, or divi
sion championship is a reasonable and
attainable goal for this team. Even with the
lack of an MVP QB, the Patriots, with this
team, coach, and schedule, should win
nine to 10 games, and have a chance at
making the playoffs. And once the playoffs
start, who knows what can happen?

“It was a little overwhelming at first, but
all the girls were really
nice and Ray was a really good coach.
Everyone trusted and respected him,” said
Smith.
Immediately, Smith proved to be a suc
cessful addition for the Friars. In 2003 and
2004 Smith broke records, captured Big
East and NCAA titles, earned AllAmerican honors, and was named United
States Track Coaches Association Female
Athlete of the Year. No other runner in
Providence College history has earned
four prestigious NCAA individual champi
onships.
“Early on in it became clear that Kim had
the ability to make it to the Olympics,”
said Treacy.
Proving Treacy right, Smith, still a student
at Providence, traveled to the 2004 Olympics
in Athens, Greece to represent New Zealand
in the 5,000-meter track event.
“It was more of a learning experience for
me,” said Smith. “I was so young and inex
perienced.”
After graduation, Smith decided to stay
in Providence and continued to be coached
by Treacy. The next couple of years were
breakthrough years for Smith and she
steadily improved, ultimately competing
next to the top runners from all over the
world. Smith traveled all over the globe
competing in World Cross Country and
Track Championships in France, Finland,
Japan, and Spain. She continued to push
herself and test the limits of her body, con
stantly improving her personal best times.
In May 2008, she carved 45 seconds off
her New Zealand 10,000-meter record, fin
ishing second in 30:35.54 at Stanford
University in California. She also broke
the Oceania record by two seconds, beat
ing Australian Benita Johnson’s time of
30:37.68 which was set in Paris five years
ago.
These achievements would be the final
boost of confidence needed to carry her
over to the 2008 Olympics in Beijing.
Overall, Smith’s previous performances
set her up for a bold showing in Beijing
and made her a top contender for a medal.
Two weeks prior to the Olympics, Smith
joined a New Zealand-based track team in
Hong Kong to acclimate to the heat and
pollution, which Smith noted was not as

bad as the media claimed.
Even though she raced alongside the
world’s best in Beijing, Smith managed to
remain cool and collected.
“People are talking about it for so long
that there is a lot of pressure leading up to
the Olympics,” said Smith. “I look at it as
just another race.”
At the race, Smith was poised with the
calm focus of an Olympian. She ran hard
from the start and stuck with the leaders of
the race much of the time. Despite the race
being a lot faster than she originally antic
ipated and not feeling 100 percent due to a
minor leg injury, Smith captured ninth
place in the 10,000-meter with a time of

"--------------------------

Now 3-1
continued from back page
automatic berth to the 2008 NCAA
Tournament in November. Providence
begins its quest for a Big East title on Sept.
19 when they match up against the
University of Connecticut in Storrs, Conn.
The Friars will return to action on
Wednesday, Sept. 10 to battle Holy Cross
in Worcester, Mass, at 7:00 p.m.
The Crusaders are coming off three con
secutive losses to Boston College,
Fairfield, and Harvard, and the Friars will
look to gain ground before Big East play
begins.

People are talking about it
for so long that there is a
lot of pressure leading up to
the Olympics. I look at it as
just another race.

Kim Smith ’05
30:50.
“It was an unforgettable experience and
just getting there is a great achievement,”
said Smith.
Looking back on Smith’s success so far,
Treacy agrees that she has reached the
ranks of a world-class runner.
“It is the goal of every athlete to make the
Olympics,” said Treacy, “and the crowning
glory to be called an Olympian.”
There are no vacations in the life of a
runner, so immediately upon her return to
the States Smith started training for this
fall’s New York City Marathon. Her gruel
ing schedule includes running about 100
miles a week in addition to extensive train
ing sessions with Treacy.
The life path Smith has chosen to run has
been challenging, yet also extremely
rewarding.
“Right now, I run as a job and I hope I can
do that for as long as I can,” said Smith.
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Cross Country Squads Sweep Competition in NH
by John Butler ’ll
Sports Editor

Friartown cheered loudly on Saturday,
Aug. 30, as the Men’s and Women’s Cross
Country Teams earned three wins apiece in
their first meet of the season in Durham,
N.H. The wins over New Hampshire,
Boston College, and Georgia College
secured the Friar-harriers’ place as a peren
nial powerhouse in the Big East.
On the men’s side, junior Hayden
McLaren took first place with 25:36.00,
and was followed closely thereafter by
senior Richard Yeates, and juniors Michael
Anderson and Tom Webb. Senior Ben
Saviet rounded out the scorers. The Friar
Five all placed in the top 10, effectively
dominating the competition.
And while the victory is certainly wel
comed by Friars Head Coach Ray Treacy,
the fact that the Friars were able to run so
successfully so deep into the lineup is seen
as a very good sign.
“It shows we have a lot more depth this
year than we did last year,” Treacy said.
“We go 10 or 12 deep on both [the men’s
and the women’s] sides, and we’re very
strong up front.”
This was evidenced just as well in the
women’s race, in which the Friars swept
the first four spots. Senior Danette Doetzel
led the charge by taking first in a time of
16:40. For her stellar performance,
Doetzel was named the Big East
Conference Athlete of the Week for cross
country on Friday, Sept. 5.

It seems that Doetzel’s efforts have
improved not only her times, but the times
of those around her, as well.
“Danette is our number one runner,”
Treacy said. “But the women are a lot clos
er [in their times] than last season and
there is much more depth.”
Indeed, junior Breffini Twohig followed

" -------------------------It’s great to have
three or four battling
for number one.
Ray Treacy,
Cross Country Head Coach,
on the running order for the
Men’s Cross-Country Team
__________________________"

Doetzel for second place, and freshmen
Mary Kate Champagne and Hannah
Davidson took third and fourth.
Sophomore Emma Perron placed eighth.
Only one meet into the young season, it
is clear that the freshmen on both the
men’s and women’s squads have a great
deal of talent and potential to continue the
tradition of excellence in Friar running.
“This is the best freshmen class we have
had in a long time,” Treacy said, of the
seven on the men’s and four on the
women’s side. “We have some of the top

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Senior Danette Doetzel took first place at the Friars’ first meet
of the season.
recruits that anybody in the country would
have loved to have ... and they have
already made an impact.”
One thing is for certain: The 12 freshmen
have great models of work ethic and com
petition in the upperclassmen that will
surely be emulated as the season matures.
There will be a great deal of competition
on the men’s side, especially as the run
ning order becomes clearer based on per
formance at the upcoming meets.
“Anybody could be number one [on the
men’s side],” Treacy said. “It’s great to
have three or four battling for number
one.”
Those who were rested for the New
Hampshire meet will run in the Iona Meet
of Champions at Van Cortlandt Park on

Sept. 20. Sophomore David McCarthy will
make his season debut at the Iona Meet
and is expected to be a contender to place
near the top of the late-season races.
Those who ran in New Hampshire will
utilize the next five weeks to put in the
miles on the road that translate into speed
come November.
With one meet and three victories under
the belts of both the men’s and the
women’s teams, the task now remains for
each to assess must be fine-tuned for a suc
cessful showing in the Big East and NCAA
Championships later this season.
“This meet gave us a good look at what
they’ve done over the summer, and it gave
us a chance to see what we need to do from
here,” Treacy said.
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Friars Conclude Homestand With Win and Tie
by John Butler
Sports Editor

goals and her emergence this year as a dan
gerous weapon has been and will prove to
be crucial to the Friars’ success. Ricciardi
has already been recognized this season on

’ll

The Providence College Women’s
Soccer Team is off to its best start in five
years, and its 3-1-0 record is good for sec
ond place in the Big East American
Division.
Players and coaches are
WOMEN’S very optimistic about this
SOCCER season, especially as confer
ence play draws near in just
over a week. And while the
Friars’ .750 winning percentage is impres
sive, it could very well have been 1.000
but for a heartbreaker at Glay Field on
Sunday, Sept. 7.
The Friars took the Manhattan Jaspers
through 90 hard-fought minutes of regula
tion play to a 1-1 stalemate, but ultimately
lost in double overtime. Providence domi
nated offensively and defensively, but was
unable to finish on a number of plays that
led to close-range shots on the Manhattan
goal.
“The quality of the opportunities was
very good,” said Friars Head Coach Jim
McGirr. “But you’re never satisfied when
you walk away with one goal.”
And indeed, for much of the contest, it
appeared as though the Friars, who pene
trated the Jasper defense like a knife
through warm butter, would find the back
of the goal but were unable to do so.
Providence fired 24 shots, but Manhattan
goalie Caitlin Trupiano kept the Friars at
bay for much of the game.
Freshman Courtney Collins tilted the
balance in the 33rd minute when she han
dled a deflection off senior Kimberly Pine.
Collins fired and scored for her second
goal in as many games this season. She is
presently second on the team in goals
scored and also second in total points.
The remainder of the first period was
marked by a fine defensive showing by the
Friars, both in the field and in goal.

Friars

"------------------------------------------

The quality of the oppor
tunites was very good.
But you’re never satisfied
when you walk away with
one goal.
TimMcGirr,
Soccer Head Coach

"

courtesy of sports info

Sophomore goalkeeper Jill Schott has recorded two shutouts this season for the
Friars and is not expected to miss time due to a minor shoulder injury sustained
against Holy Cross on Thursday, Sept. 4.

Freshman Caitlin Walker was given the
start in goal due to a minor injury to soph
omore Jill Schott’s shoulder sustained in
the game against Holy Cross on Thursday,
Sept. 4.
The Jaspers were able to tie the game in
the second period when Manhattan gained
possession in Friar territory and shot from
the top of the box.
“We have to do better and not give
teams a lifeline,” McGirr said. “You’re
susceptible when you’re in control because
you’re wide open.”
The lifeline that Providence cast proved
to be enough to preserve the Jasper cause,
though the stalemate continued through
regulation play. The Friars had an opportu
nity to seal the deal late in the second peri

Update

A recap of the week in Providence sports
Volleyball Goes 1-2 in Maine
Tourney

Tennis Team Competes in SH

Doubles Tourney; Welcomes

New Coach LaBranche

It was a busy two days for the Providence
College Women’s Volleyball team, as the
The Providence College Women’s
Friars competed in the Maine Tournament
Tennis
Team competed in the first match
on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 5-6. The
of
its
fall
season on Sunday, Sept. 7 in the
Friars went 1-2 in the tournament and now
Sacred Heart Doubles Tournament in
stand at 4-4 on the season.
The tournament ended on a high note for Fairfield, Conn. This was also the Friars’
the Friars, as they swept Quinnipiac 3-0 first match under new Head Coach, Kyle
LaBranche.
with scores of 25-20, 25-23 and 25-22.
LaBranche takes the reigns of the Friars
Additionally, senior middle blocker
Jeanette Toney registered 10 kills during after working as an assistant coach with
the contest, for a career total of 350. Her the squad from 2004-2005, and serving as
performance moved her into third place on the Director of Providence College
Providence’s all-time blocks list. Toney’s Strategy Tennis Camps since last year.
solid play was backed up defensively by LaBranche is the son of former Providence
classmates Kelly Krahenbuhl and Sarah College Tennis Head Coach Carl
Sheehan. Krahenbuhl recorded a season- LaBranche, who led the Friars from 1987high 23 digs, and Sheehan notched 28 2003.
Although the only Providence duo to
assists on the win.
Kent defeated the Friars with a score of earn a win in Fairfield was the tandem of
senior Katie-Sue Scullin and freshman
3-1, and Maine won with a score of 3-2.
Krahenbul and Sheehan again led the Melanie Albert, a spirited effort was put
Friars against Kent, with backup from sen forth by all Friars and significant improve
ment from last season was seen.
ior Aida Cadres, who had 10 digs.
Providence will take on Bryant
Statistically, the Friars dominated Maine
University
for the first head-to-head
on Friday, but could not gamer a win.
matchup of the young season on Sunday,
Sheehan’s 32 assists, and 10 kills apiece by
September 13 in Smithfield, RI. The Friars
senior Elizabeth Flynn and freshman
will look to build on the three-game winLauren Fletcher were not enough to sub
ning streak that they began in last season’s
due the Bears.
final matches.
The Friars look to move above the .500
mark on Friday, Sept. 11 when they take on
—Compiled by John Butler ’ll
Holy Cross.

www.thecowl.com

od on several scoring chances and a corner
kick that was nearly converted for the
score.
In both periods of overtime, Providence
continued its offensive onslaught, but was
unable to score despite three comer kick
opportunities.
Luck
smiled
upon
Manhattan however, as the Jaspers scored
in the 116th minute to win in the second
period of sudden death overtime by a score
of 2-1. Walker finished the day with three
saves.
Although the Friars had trouble finish
ing the drives that might have led to scor
ing against Manhattan, the offense has
been a potent force all season, having
already amassed nine goals.
Junior Tara Ricciardi has three of those

the Big East Honor Roll for the week of
Sept. 2 after recording six points in two
games.
“We have transferred Tara’s role from
a defensive one to more of an offensive
position,” McGirr said. “This has really
opened her game up and she has embraced
the chances to go out there and get some
goals.”
With Ricciardi in the offensive mix up
front, some pressure is relieved from the
forwards who have a better chance of scor
ing, as was the case against Holy Cross.
Schott kept the Crusaders scoreless for
her second consecutive shutout of the sea
son, but suffered a minor shoulder injury
that is not expected to keep her out of the
lineup very long. An own goal put the
Friars on top to begin things at the end of
the first period. Collins and senior Kelly
Pattersen added the icing with one shot
apiece for the 3-0 win.
The Friars begin their first road trip
against Hartford on Thursday, Sept. 11, at
7:00 p.m

Is Brady’s Injury the
End for
the
Patriots?
’09
by

Ryan Holt
Sports Staff

■ In an instant, the world can be turned on
its head. For New England Patriots fans,
that instant came on Sunday afternoon. In
the first quarter of the first game of the sea
son, the outlook, the
expectations,
and the
OPINION
mood drastically shifted.
Once Marcus Pollard’s
helmet slammed into Tom Brady’s knee,
everything changed for the Patriots.
Just seven months after their heart-break
ing Super Bowl loss, the one striking
blemish on what would have been a perfect
season; Sunday seemed to be a new begin
ning. Taking something from Team USA
Basketball, the Patriots were this season’s
football Redeem Team. Fans pondered not
if they would make the playoffs, or even
make the Super Bowl; most thought of
them as the favorites to win it, some even
entertained thoughts of another run at per
fection.
It is safe to say the 1972 Dolphins can
breathe easy for at least another year. With
that one play, Marcus Pollard ended Tom
Brady’s season. As he fell, so did this sea
son’s lofty expectations. The Patriots, once
led by the MVP will now rely, at least for
the time being, on perennial backup Matt
Cassel. His last start came as a senior in
high school.
This truly is a bitter pill for Patriots fans
to swallow. For years, analysts and experts
have proclaimed the Patriots to be one of,
if not the team to beat - this, of course, if
Brady stayed healthy. The same has been
true for the Colts with Peyton Manning,
etc. However, never in recent years, has
the unthinkable happened. Never in recent
memory has such a vital, marquee player
gone down so early and for so long.
Imagine Yankees fans, a season without
Derek Jeter, or Lakers fans, a season with
out Kobe Bryant. This is scary, unthink
able, and damaging for all involved. This

GOOGLE IMAGES

is what is happening now to the Patriots.
February’s visions of perfection have now
given way to September’s clouds of doom
in New England. But is all lost? Should
Patriots fans even bother tuning in the rest
of this season?
If anything, this makes the regular season
much more interesting. Going into the sea
son with a healthy Brady, there were few,
if any foreseeable games in which the
Patriots were not expected to win. With his
injury, they went from being weekly dou
ble-digit favorites to possible (this week
for example) underdogs. For the first time
in years, the playoffs will not be guaran
teed, nor will the regular season be a for
mality.
This team does still have a chance to be
competitive. They possess a talented
receiver core of Randy Moss, Wes Welker,
and others, a solid running game of
Lawrence Maroney, Sammy Morris, Kevin
Faulk, and LaMont Jordan, and a more
than capable defense. And of course, there
PATRIOTS/Page 28
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!
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Here’s to Your Health:
Starting out Right
by

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff

Which American League powerhouse will win the AL pennant this season?
Boston Red Sox
After what has been an entertaining
MLB season the push for the playoffs is
finally here. Several teams in the American
League, including the Tampa Bay Rays
and Los Angeles Angels seem destined for
playoff glory. However, with outstanding
pitching and one of the top offenses in
Major League Baseball, the Boston Red
Sox are poised to grab the AL pennant in
2008.
Since Aug. 1st the Red Sox have been
on a tear, compiling a 24-11 record while
outscoring their opponents 226-151. They
have cut Tampa Bay’s division lead to just
1.5 games with three weeks remaining in
the season. Offensively, the Red Sox have
been a force to be reckoned with through
out the season. They lead Major League
Baseball in team batting average (.284),
and on-base percentage (.361). Also, start
ing second baseman Dustin Pedroia
remains in the hunt for the AL batting
crown. Even with imposing offensive
numbers the key to winning MLB postsea
son games is pitching. Although shaky at
times, the Sox pitching staff is coming
together nicely in time for a postseason
push. Opponents are batting just .249 off
Sox pitchers and their staff boasts an AL
leading 14 shutouts this year. Relievers
Hideki Okajima and Justin Masterson have
proved valuable as bridges between start
ing pitching and lights out closer Jonathan
Papelbon.
Look for Sox ace Josh Beckett to
bounce back from his recent struggles and
lead a strong starting rotation into the play
offs. That being said, don’t be surprised
when Terry Francona’s ballclub finds itself
in the World Series for the second straight
year.
-Anthony Valentino ’09

Los Angeles Angels
This year in the American League, sev
eral teams have stood out as either over
achievers, such as the Tampa Bay Rays, or
complete flops, like the disastrous Detroit
Tigers. Only a few teams have stood out as
true forces to be reckoned with. In my
mind the most formidable team and a
shoe-in for the World Series is the Los
Angeles Angels. They have the most bal
anced team in the majors, combining
offense, defense, and pitching in just the
right way to get a league-leading 87 wins
as of Sept. 10 and will be the first team in
the majors with a shot at clinching a play
offberth.
It’s true that the Angels are in what is
easily the weakest AL division, but their
whopping 17.5 game lead over the Texas
Rangers is 13.5 games more than any
other first-place team’s lead throughout
the majors.
Though they cooled off in August, the
recent pick-up of Mark Teixeira, adding to
an already potent offense, will only aid
them once they reach the playoffs, where
the competition just does not seem like it
will stack up. Ultimately I think that it will
be the incredible pitching, both starting
and relief, that will win the Angels their
ticket to the World Series. With the three
superb starters John Lackey, Ervin
Santana, and Jered Weaver, plus the ulti
mate knock-out punch provided by
Francisco Rodriguez, I just can’t see any
team in the majors, let alone in the AL,
that can put up a strong enough fight to
fend off this powerhouse.
- Chris Mammen ’ll

Casey Reutemann
Sports Staff

’09

What could be a more inspiring “wel
come back” than a challenge? No beating
around the bush. No sappy salutation.
Let’s get down to business. (Okay, maybe
I do want to say “welcome back!” Maybe I
do hope you had a good summer. But
admitting such would counter my Drill
Sergeant-esque journalistic voice, so bear
with me here.)
The beginning of an academic year
unavoidably brings with it a shift in prior
ities, a laundry list of things-to-do, fun to
be had, and friends to be seen. It’s easy to
lose sight of your individual health and
happiness in the midst of such a consum
ing (and exciting!) period of transition.
However, it is my self-proclaimed duty to
dare you to recognize and honor-the impor
tance of you as first and foremost on any
and all of those lists. I don’t mean to scare
you, but letting academics, friends, and
family, etc. take precedence over your own
well-being will eventually lead to a bum
out. Don’t ask how I know that.. .just trust
me.
By starting the year off committed to
making yourself feel good, find happiness,
and be healthy, you are not only setting
yourself up for a successful semester, but a
more centered lifestyle. We may be young,
but cultivating healthy attitudes and habits
today will mean a lot years from now when
we may be too tired, busy, jaded, or just
frustrated to make such changes.
I may not have all the answers; who
does? I don’t always listen to my own
advice; cut me some slack. But my words
are here to advise, to motivate, and most
importantly, to bring perspective. You
might not like my suggestions. You may
never read to the end of one of my columns
(thanks, if you do!). Or I might just catch
you on a day where you have been sucked
by the tunnel vision of academia and need
to be “snapped out of it”. You may be
inspired to take a deep breath, take a walk,
take some time for yourself, or take at look

at what you really want out of your day,
your week, and your life.
In the months ahead, take my words for
what they are: a genuine effort to help you
take advantage of all that your college
experience has to offer by devoting some
time to your own health and happiness. It’s
a lofty goal, but it’s doable.
This week, I hope you make time to sit
down and look at what is realistic for you.
Maybe you commit to exercising a few
days a week. Or perhaps you decide to
improve your time management skills.
Whatever path you feel will lead you
towards a happier, healthier semester, start
the journey with this first step. You’ll find
much more contentment in all that you do
if you know, respect, and take care of your
self. Go ahead, put yourself before grades,
friends, parties, and jobs on that priority
list. I dare you. Now drop and give me 20.

Join the Sports
Staff of The Cowl
today. Pick up an
application in
Slavin G05.

Aqua fitness
Deep water aerobics
Low impact & High energy
Classes begin Sept. 15, 2008
Monday, Wednesday,Friday

11:30-12:15
Katie Gates Health & Wellness x 1817

Celebrating music, climbing,
camping, and conservation.

2009
Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free.
Call for Group Discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed! Best
Parties!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
For More Information or
Reservations, contact:
1-800-648-4849 or

www.ststravel.com.

ATTENTION ON
CAMPUS CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS:
You are entitled to a FREE
1 /8 Ad in each publication

of

The Cowl:

Contact:
cowlads@providence.edu or
stop by The Cowl office in
Slavin G05 today.
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PERFECT FOR CUTTING CABLE.
When Verizon brings fiber optics straight to your home, you get TV,
Internet and Phone quality like never before at a price you'll never believe.

• FiOS TV Rated #1 in customer satisfaction over cable**
• Crystal-dear phone service with 99.9% network reliability
• FIOS internet packages are now even faster with optional
speeds of up to 50 Mbps
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Field Hockey Returns to Winning Ways
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Editor

Returning from one of the most success
ful seasons in school history, the
Providence College Field Hockey Team
embarked on the 2008 season with a bull’seye on its back. Currently ranked at No. 4
in the Big East, the Friars
FIELD have certainly guaranteed
HOCKEY their position contenders
for the conference crown.
After taking a tough loss to
University of Virginia, ranked 11th in the
nation, Providence rebounded this week
with a double dose of victory over
Northeastern and Yale.
On Sept. 4, the Friars headed north to
compete in a key regional match-up
against Northeastern, which resulted in a
2-1 win for Providence. Northeastern,
always a formidable opponent for the
black and white, tested what the Friars
were made of in a full 70 minutes of relent
less play.
“This game was all about effort and per
sistence,” said Friars Head Coach Diane
Madl of the win.
“It was a hard-fought victory,” said
Senior Ali Komfield. “We lost to them last
year, so we wanted to come back strong
against them this year.”
After a scoreless first half for both the
teams, sophomore Ashlyn Hudson gave
the Friars a 1-0 lead at the 39:09 mark.
Just minutes later, sophomore Jamie
Lipski added another point, to push the
score to 2-0.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Junior Julie Ruggieri led the Field Hockey team to a win over Yale on Sunday,
September 7. The midfielder scoredone goal in the contest en route to the Friars’
5-0 non-conference victory.
“In the second half we came out ready to Friars, who felt confident going into the
go, got two goals, and didn’t look back,” game, recorded a 5-0 win over Yale.
Despite falling to Virginia a week earlier,
said Senior Jessica Lane.
Friar goalkeeper Rachel Chamberlain both coaches and team members used the
barely missed a bid at her first shutout vic loss to benefit their style of play.
“Playing against Virginia set the bar for
tory of the 2008 season. She was able to
prevent Northeastern from scoring until where we wanted to be as a team,” said
the 66th minute. However, the Huskies senior Meghan Holden.
“We were able to make some adjust
lone goal was not enough, and the Friars
ments,” said Madl. “We felt really good
came out on top with a 2-1 victory.
On Sunday, Sept. 7, PC hosted the Yale going into the game.”
After junior forward Nellie Poulin got
Bulldogs in non-conference action. The

Men’s Soccer
Ranked No. 25
Soccer America
polls named
Providence No.25
in the nation last
week.
Chris Mammen ’ll
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s
Soccer
team
traveled
to
Worcester, Mass, on Friday, Sept.
5, to do battle with the Crusaders
of Holy Cross. The
team played to a 1MEN’S
1 tie bringing their
SOCCER
record to 2-0-1, the
team’s best start
since 2005 and breaking them
into the national rankings at No.
25 for the first time since October
16, 2007.
“It’s not where you start, it’s
where you finish,” said Head
Coach Chaka Daley. “We’ve
worked hard to earn some
respect, but we won’t change
what we’re doing or how hard the
guys work. We are trying to
become a well-respected program
regionally and nationally on a
consistent basis.”
On Friday the Friars played the
Crusaders to a stalemate for the
first 32 minutes until junior
Timothy Ritter broke the tie with
his first goal of the season. Ritter
scored off his own rebound after
a gorgeous cross from sophomore
Alex Redding. The Friars main
tained a 1-0 lead into halftime.
The Crusaders came back
strong with several chances but
by

were denied repeatedly by junior
goalie Tim Murray. In the 67th
minute, sophomore Andrew
Sousa had a solid opportunity to
give PC a two-goal edge. Senior
Michael Narciso played the ball
to Sousa who was left alone at the
top of the box, but the wet grass
prevented Sousa from getting a
clean shot off.
The Crusaders were finally able to
even the score up in the 84® minute
when Tom Wilhelm headed it past
Murray ending his shutout steak at
263:33. In two overtime periods
there was only one real scoring
chance for the Crusaders, who
couldn’t capitalize.
The PC defense has been an
iron wall thus far, but when called
upon, Murray has responded,
wwith already eight saves in the
young season.
The game scheduled for
Tuesday, Sept. 9, against in-state
rival Rhode Island was postponed
due to inclement weather.
Coach Daley looks forward to
the challenges presented by the
upcoming schedule.
“All our games are big. We
respect all our opponents and our
main goal is to be above .500
both in conference play and out
of conference play. We’ve had a
pretty good balance and we just
want to get completely healthy
and all these guys are hungry to
play and send a statement with
their play.”
You can catch the Friars in
action again on Saturday, Sept.
13, when they host undefeated
Big East rival Georgetown at
2:00 p.m. at Glay.Field.

Providence on the board with an unas
sisted goal just 1:06 into the game, the
Friars cruised to a 4-0 lead by the end of
the first half.
Poulin put another one in the net at the
9:01 mark off a feed from sophomore
Jamie Lipski. At the 24:46 mark,
Sophomore Julie Ruggieri bumped the
score up to 3-0 with a goal assisted by jun
ior Adrienne Marois. Providence finished
off the first half scoring trend with a goal
from junior Megan Montecalvo which was
assisted by Lipski.
Even though the Friars held a 4-0 advan
tage going into the second half, Madl
encouraged the team to look at it as a com
pletely new game.
“I didn’t want the score to dictate our per
formance,” said Madl.
Senior Maggie Ciarcia agreed that is
exactly what they did.
“We wanted to better our own play,
regardless of the score,” said Ciarcia.
In the second 35 minutes of play, Holden
scored the final goal, which was assisted
by Lane. Five goals were more than
enough for the PC defense to blank the
Yale attack and for Chamberlain to earn
her first shutout of the season.
The Friars are looking to match their final
standings from last year by playing for first
in the Big East Conference. Unlike last
year, however, the team is hoping to pull
through with a win at the conference title
game which would earn them the league’s
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Former Friar Competes at Olympics

Life
after
PC
Editor’s Note: Throughout the
course of the semester, the
Sports staff will examine the
prospects of several former
Friar athletes in a feature we
like to call ‘‘Life after PC. ’’
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Editor

For most college students,
changing one’s major senior year
would be too confusing and could
ultimately serve no purpose.
Likely marked by uncertainty, it
would never be clear if the bene
fits of one’s decision would out
weigh the many risks. But for one
student, it was the only option.
Kim Smith, a 2005 graduate of
Providence College and stand-out
member of the Cross Country and
Track teams, realized she needed
to change her major from educa
tion to social science, simply
because there were not enough
hours in the day. Smith, who was
working on developing herself as
a serious runner, was also about
to
begin
student-teaching.
Running approximately 70 miles
a week and also running a class
room was out of the question.
Up to that point, making a
career out of her running ability
never seemed feasible. However,
with the guidance and encour-
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Former Providence standout and five-time all-American Kim
Smith ’05 continued her illustrious running career over the sum
mer at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing.
agement of Head Cross Country
and Track Coach Ray Treacy, it
quickly became an attainable
goal. Smith decided to whole
heartedly plunge all her energy
into her running and focused on
using her athletic talents to sup
port herself instead of teaching.
It can truthfully be said that
Smith made her decision and
ran with it.
For Smith, it has been four
years of intense training and
incredible
performances
including two Olympic appear
ances, numerous world champi
onships, and four NCAA indi
vidual championship titles.
Currently, she is contracted by
Reebok, ranked second in the

world in her event, and holds
six national records in her
native country of New Zealand.
Never imagining that she would
end up at the Olympics, Smith’s
career has been a long journey of
first recognizing her talent, then
working to capitalize on it.
“I started running at the start
of high school and I didn’t take
it very seriously,” said Smith.
Smith spent an unhappy year at
Louisiana’s McNeese State
University in 2000 and returned
home to Auckland, New Zealand
for a year and a half. Her career
did not really take off until she
arrived at Providence College.
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